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This study describes the existing library facilities and sei^ices in
ten coiinty training schools in Alabama. One school was selected from each
of the following counties which are located in southeastern Alabama;
Barbour, Coffee, Covington, Crenshaw, Elmore, Geneva, Henry, Lee, Pike, and
Russell.
The first county training school in the United States had its beginning
in Tangipahoa Parish, Louisiana in 19II under the auspices of the John H.
Slater Fund, which was administered in the South at that time by James H.
Dillard. It was started at the request of A. M. Strange, a piincipal of
the Graded School in Collins, Mississippi, for the purpose of giving Negroes
formal education through the eighth grade, and at the same time, training
them in the domestic arts and in vocational agriculture Since many white
people in the South during the early twentieth century did not want Negroes
to attend high schools or to receive a secondary education, it was considered
good strategy by Dr. Dillard and his associates to disguise secondary
education for Negroes vinder the term ’’training." The Slater Fund adminis¬
trators adopted the practice of granting financial aid to one such training
school in each county in various southern states that would appropriate a
definite amount of public funds for the support of the schools. These
institutions were the only publicly supported institutions for the formal
^Edward E. Redeay. County Training Schools and Public Secondary Edu¬
cation for Negroes in The South. (Washington, 193^)« PP»
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training of Negroes above the elementaiy level. According to Bedcay the
early aims and purposes were:
1. To supply for the county a central Negro public training
school offering woric two or three years in advance of that
offered by the common schools.
2. To establish a type of Negro school in the county which shall
serve as a model with respect to physical plant and equip¬
ment, teaching force, course of stucfe^, and plan of operation.
3. To IsQT en?)hasis on thorough woric in all common school studies,
to relate these studies to the lives of the pupils, and to
develop standards of achievement.
1:. To give industrial training, laying particular emphasis upon
subjects pertaining to home and farm.
5. To prepare Negro boys and girls to make a good living and lead a
useful life by knowing how to care for the home, to utilize
land, to make home gardens, to raise their own meat, poultry
products, milk products, etc.
6. To prepare young men and young women to become miral and ele¬
mentary school teachers, by enabling them to meet legal
requirements of the state, by giving them a closer acquaintance
and sympathy with rural activities, and ly supplying such ele¬
mentary professional training as will help them to secure the
best results in this work. The need of the South for properly
qualified Negro rural teachers is everywhere apparent.!
In shoirt, the purpose of the county training school was to offer a more
advanced education based upon a necessary adaptation to the demands of rural
life and to the training of teachers for the rural schools within the
county. Today, however these county training schools have become high
schools often including grades one through twelve. They are no longer
supported in part by the Slater Fund, but are supported entirely by the
counties in which they are located; neither do the county training schools
train teachers, for this responsibility has been assumed by the various
states at a higher level of education. The county training school is no
longer the only publicly supported secondary school in the county, for some
counties support two or more high schools for Negroes, and practically all
cities have public high schools for Negroes; however, the county training
^Ibid., p. 35
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school remains practically the only public high school for rural Negro youth.
For the purpose of this stuc^ the term county training school means a public
high school supported by the covinty in which it is located and open to
Negro pupils in grades seven through 12 in the county or school district.
The purpose of this study, then, is to find out what library facilities
and services exist in the ten selected county training schools in south¬
eastern Alabama and to find out how they are organized and used to meet the
needs of the students and teachers.
Significance of This Study
A stuc^y of this kind msy be significant for it shows typical library
facilities and services which are available to rural Negro youth on a hi^
school level. Such a study can very well serve as a basis for measuring the
growth in library facilities and services, should another investigation be
made five or ten years hence, and since the school libraries included in it
will be compared with high school library standards established by regional
and national agencies, this stu(^ may be used by principals and state library
agencies to discover and fill any existing deficiencies in county training
school library facilities and services. It is hoped also that librarians
may get new ideas for increasing school library services from this investi¬
gation.
Related Studies
An analysis of library literature on high school library service or
surveys reveals that maiy studies have been made of high school libraries,
throughout the United States, but no such stuc^y has been made of county
tradning schools in southeastern Alabama. Three recent general studies on
Negro public school library service were made since I9I4.3.
k
The first stu^y was made by Aaron Brown in 19k3t and it sought to evalu¬
ate the ninety-three high schools for Negroes, accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, by using evaluative criteria
developed by the Co-operative Stuc^ of Secondary School Standards. Mr. Brown
collected his data from (1) individual school reports which had been sent to
the Southern Association; (2) questionaires sent to the various school
principals; (3) visits to twenty-two schools and sixteen colleges; (U)
correspondence with principals and public school officials; and (5) more
than five-hundred collected items or specimens such as copies of school
philosophies and objectives, courses of studies, examinations, text scores,
report forms, school assembly programs, minutes of meetings, guidance records,
and many others. It was found in this evaluative study that the school
libraries were in5)ortant contributing factors in the high-scoring areas of
the schools.^ Their most outstanding features were:
1. Ninety-four per cent of them have either librarians or teacher-
librarians.
2. Time is given those responsible to perform library functions.
3. In most schools librarians meet the same requirements as faculty
members and they have an average of 6.3 years of teaching
erqierience.
I4.. Librarians have faculty status, and they receive equal salary
coiqjensation auid attend faculty meetings.
5. Library materials are classified according to the Dewey Decimal
System auid card catalogs aind accessions records are kept*
6. Library hours are scheduled to meet the needs and convenience
of pupils, teachers, auid the community.
7. Special space is provided for the library and few serve as
study halls.
8. Efficient methods of selecting library materials are operating
in the light of curricula needs and recreational reading.
9. Book collections are adequate.
10. Schools subscribe to a sufficient number of newspapers and
periodicals.
11. There is a close spirit of co-operation between the library
and the faculty in most schools.
^Aarpn Brown, An Evaluation of the Accredited Secondary Schools for
Negroes in the Soulli. (Chicago: Uhiversix>y of Unidago rress. pTl-S^.
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However, the school libraries showed six areas of inadequacy: (1) insufficient
clerical help and office space; (2) inadequate professional training of
library personnel; (3) poor loan or circulation systems; (U) insufficient
funds for replacements and repairs of library books and for binding of peri¬
odicals; (5) inadequate storage space and discarding systems; and, (6)
over-crowded conditions prevent time for adequate pupil use of the library
during regular school hours.^
Lois H. Daniel's study of Senior High School Facilities in Tennessee was
made for three major purposes: (1) to describe the facilities of the senior
high school libraries; (2) to con5)au?e library conditions existing in the
white schools with those existing in the Negro schools; and, (3) to measure
the school libraiy facilities against the prevailing standards established
by the State Board of Education, the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, and the American Libraiy Association, Her study was based
on materials contained in the high school libraiy reports submitted to the
State Department of Education by iiOl schools for the year 19U3-Ui, and it
was quantitative rather than qualitative. Miss Daniels found that three
general factors pertaining to the school libraiy facilities in Tennessee
stood out: One, a greater proportion of schools with average daily attendance
of over 200 students meet the minimum state standards for school libraries
than do the schools with average daily attendance of 200 or less. Two, a
larger proportion of schools in East Tennessee meet the minimum state
school library standards then in the other two sections. Three, a larger
proportion of white schools meet the minimum state school library standards
than of the Negro schools. As a whole the existing facilities of school
^Ibid., pp. 100-102.
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libraries in Tennessee were found to be satisfactory, according to state
standards, and the facilities provided in Negro school libraries were some¬
what satisfactoiy when compared to the facilities in white school libraries.^
In her combination qualitative and quantitative analysis of the problem
in the development of Negro public school libraiy service as determined by
a study of the Negro high schools in two of the largest dties in each of
seven Southern states, in the light of (1) the historical development of the
school libraiy movement in the southern region; (2) an investigation of the
characteristics of the twenty schools selected for the studyJ suid, (3) an
analysis of the resources, personnel, finances, and programs of the school
libraries in terms of their functionalism in the school program, Mrs.
Virginia Lacy Jones found many weaknesses and sums them up by saying that;
All of these conditions pertaining to state library agencies,
local schools, and school libraries reveal how extensive and
serious the need is for financial provisions for Negro public
schools and public school library service. Since these things
are basic and fundamental in the maintenance and perpetuation
of an efficient school program, unless adequate money is
available, Negro public school libraries cannot be expected to
meet the needs of pupils and the requirement of state, regional,
and national standards. This problem of lack of funds affects
the entire library progrsim and has particular bearing upon
planning current and future programs,2
These three general studies are importaint for they give an overall view
of school libraries for Negroes in accredited secondary schools, in senior
high schools, and in schools in large urban areas. They also serve as
patterns for more particular studies of small school libraries and of
^Lois H. Daniel, "Senior High School Library Facilities in Tennessee."
(Unpublished Masters Thesis. Chicago, 19U5), pp. 107-108.
^Virginia L. Jones, "Problems of Negro Public High School Libraries in
Selected Southern Cities," (Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Chicago,
19ii3.) pp. 186-191.
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schools located in rural areas. The present stuc^J^ grew out of suggestions
made in these three studies. It proposes to desciibe library facilities
and services available to students and teachers in small school situations
which, to a great degree, are located in rural areas or in very small towns.
Description of data,-—The data in this stucty are varied. The book
collection is evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively. Social studies,
the pure and applied sciences, and geography were checked for the number of
titles copyrighted since 19^*0, There have been many new developments and
discoveries in these areas during the last ten years, therefore, it was felt
that a tabulation of the number of titles held by each library in these
subject areas was necessary and important.
Quarters and general appearance of the library are described. It is
believed that the appearance of a room in the school affects one's desire to
visit it and also may effect his conduct while he is in it. The library
finance is evaluated as to. total income, e^qjenditure per student and library
needs. Data on the library staff include academic training, professional
training in librarianship, experience, teaching loads, status and rank. It
embraces the student assistants, their functions and their rewards. The
information on the organization of materials describes the classification
and cataloging systems used, and the ease with which materials were continu¬
ously utilized under such organization. Such records as were kept are
described also. How attendance was scheduled is analyzed, and the extent
of instruction in the proper use of libraries and books is determined. The
special activities carried on with the school population, parents, and the
community are tabulated. School libraries serving as branches of public
libraries are listed, and bookmobile services to high schools are indicated.
Finally, the surveys and studies of the library problems which have been
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made or which are being made by each school are listed, and luture plans for
the inprovement of the school libraries are recorded.
Method of Investigation
In making this study of ti^e library facilities and services of ten
county training schools in Alabama, various techniques were used. Library
literature dealing with school library service in the South was analyzed
for a background for the study. Data about the individual schools and about
state supervision of coimty training school libraries were collected through
personal visits to each school. On the basis of information obtained from -
personal interviews with principals, teachers, and librarians, questionnaires
were filled out by the investigator.
Not more than one day was spent by the investigator in each of the ten
schools. A complete description of each institution was secured through
personal interviews with principals, teachers, visits to classes, and general
observation. Pupils were not questioned as to their reading interests and
reading habits, nor as to their attitude toward the library auid what use
they made of the library. Such questions may have been helpful in obtaining
a more vivid picture of existing library conditions, but time would not
permit the investigator to question the students. The data collected have
been analyzed and presented in this study, and a copy of the questionnaire
used to collect the data for the stucfy is included in the appendixes auid
the sources of the questions are indicated.
The next section deals with an overall picture of southeastern Alabama.
It presents the geographical features, vocational and economic conditions,
popiilation distribution as to urban, rural-non-fam and rural-farm, and by
race. It also shows the median school grades completed by citizens of
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southeastern Alabama^ and describes Alabama state school laws as they pertain
to school libraries. Subsequent chapters deal with philosophies and ob¬
jectives, curriculum, and teaching methods of each of the ten county training
schools, the library staff, the materials collection and library quarters,
finance and state aid, and organization and use of materials. Conclusions
and recommendations in the light of curricula and pupil needs and with,
regard to regional and national standards are contained in a final chapter.
A General Overview of Southeastern Alabama and Characteristics of
the Schools Investigated
Geographical description.—Southeastern Alabama is not a very unusual
section of the state. The low hills slope off into bushy valleys of sanc^
loam, and the clay ridges reduce themselves to hedgerows and run out into
struggling cotton patches. Here and there may be seen a pine thicket left
sore by a recent cutting of logs. A little rosin drips into cups, and the
underbrush wobbles and grows. Through the fields and even in the woods,
the annual 53 inch rainfall has left its sign in gullies and eroded hill¬
sides as it ran down to the Pea River. The climate is temperate and rather
uniform, and the mean tenperatures are h6 degrees in winter and 79 degrees
in summer.1 Snow is a rariety in southeastern Alabama, but thunderstorms
are not. They are usually accompained by winds out of the South, lilhat is
more interesting is that this geographical description may be applied to
practically all of Alabama. The southeastern section is not unique. But
what about the people; where do they live, and how do they "eke out" a
livelihood?
^Lloyd E. Smith, Commercial Atlas of the World. (Chicago: 1936), p.
181
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Population distribution.—Southeastern Alabama is largely rural, and the
people depend to a great degree upon farming and agilcultural products for a
livelihood. For instance, in 1940 the total population of the ten counties
included in this study was approximately 321,110. Of this number approxi¬
mately 200,442 were rural farmers and 54,536 rural-non-farraers.l This gives
a pppxilation distribution of about 62 per cent rural farm, 16.9 per cent
rural-non-farm and only about 21.1 per cent urban. 2 Combining the rural-non
farm popiilation with the rural farm, the percentage shifts to 78.9 per cent
iniral and 21.1 per cent urban. Although these percentages may vary a few
points from county to cotinty, one is fairly safe in ssying that over two-
thirds of the popxjlation of southeastern Alabama is rural in nature. This
allows a margin of twelve percentage points for the recent trend in
population shifts from iniral to urban areas.
Since this study deals with the Negro population, a picture of this
population may aid in understanding it. Therefore, Table 1 has been con¬
structed. It gives the total population and the total Negro population of
each county as of 1940, and shows the relation of these totals by percentages.
Table 1 does something else. It presents the median school years completed
in each county by the total population as of 1940. Then these figures are
totaled for the area. It will be observed from Table 1 that in three
counties, the Negro population exceeds the white population. In Barbour
United States Bureau of the Census, l6th Census, 1940. Housing, Part
II, Vol. II. Table 22, p. 30.
2
In this study an urban community is one that has 2,500 or more popu¬
lation while the term rural non-farm refers to those persons who live in
rural areas but are employed in non-farm activities such as mining, the
lumber and turpentine inAistries, and services.
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TABLE 1
TOTAL POPULATION, TOTAL NEGRO POPULATION, PERCENTAGE NEGRO
POPULATION, AND THE MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED IN













Barbour 32,722 18,159 55.5 5.3
Coffee 31,987 6,559 20.5 6.5
Covington ii2,ia.7 6,912 16.3 6.5
Crenshaw 23,631 7,778 32.9 6.3
Elmore 3li,5U6 13,616 39.4 7.0
Geneva 29,172 4,025 13.8 6.8
Henry 21,912 10,708 48.9 6.2
Lee 36,455 20,615 56.5 6.1
Pike 32,493 15,177 46.7 5.8
Russell 35,775 21,101 59.0 5.1
Totals and
averages 321,110 124,650 38.8 6.2
*U. S. Bureau of the Census: l6th Census. 19UO» Population. Part 2
Vol. II. p. 236
County out of a total population of 32,722 one finds I8,l59 or per cent
Negroes, In Lee county the percentage is 56.5 per cent, while in Russell
county the percentage moves up to 59.0 per cent. Henry and Pike covuities
both have more than hS per cent Negro population.
Now look at the median school years conipleted in column four of Table
1. It can be observed that the five counties with the largest Negro popu¬
lation have the lowest medisin school years completed and the county with
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the largest Negro population has the very lowest median school years completed.
Yet, Elmore county, which has almost two fifths Negro popxilation has the
highest median school years completed. Even though this study is not
primarily concerned with the average or the median school years completed,
nor the many causes which determine them, it may be helpful to point out four
probable causes for the differentiation obsenred in Table 1, These causes
are (1) the absence of a feeling of the necessity of even a high school edu¬
cation by the citizens; (2) the non-participation of Negroes in the political
activity of these counties; (3) the fear of white politicians that enlightened
Negroes may take over the administration of political activities; and, (U)
the poor economic status of these counties, coupled with the evils resulting
from the dual systems of the South.
It can be seen then, that of the 321,110 population of the ten counties
under study, 12l4.,650 or 38.8 per cent are Negro and that the median school
years completed for the total population is 6.2 years.
Home ownership.—But do the Npgroes own their own homes? ISihat is the
tenancy situation? In Table 2 will be found answers to some questions
about home ownership and tenancy in southeastern Alabama. Table 2 is
designed to show the total number of dwelling units that are occupied by
Negroes in each of three areas: urban, rural-non-farm and rural-farm. The
percentages of the total dwelling luiits in the county that are occupied ly
Negroes are given by area. Table 2 further shows the nuiiber of homes
occupied by Negro owners in each area, and it presents the units occupied
by Negro tenants.
It will be noted from Table 2 that in all counties except Covington
County, Negroes occupy more homes in rural-farm areas than in urban or
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TABLE 2
HOME OimBRSHEP, TENANCY AMONC NEGROES, URBAN AND RURAL-NON
FARM AND RURAL FARM IN TEN COUNTIES IN SOUTH¬









Negro occupied units 4,080 875 694 2,511
Per cent of total 53.3 49.1 44.5 58.2
Negro ownei'-occupied units 653 231 i5o 272
Negro tenant occupied units 3,427 644 544 2,239
Coffee CoTinty
Negro occupied tuiits 1,473 368 247 85858
Per cent of total 20.1 30.2 a.5 17.4
Negro owner-occupied xuiits 280 113 78 89
Negro tenant occupied units 1,193 255 169 769
Covington County
848 623 570Negro occupied units 1,681
Per cent of total 16.9 31.8 19.9 11.1
Negro owner-occupied units 3a I6l 43 157
Negro tenant occupied units 1,320 687 220 413
Crenshaw County
521 1,186Negro occupied vinits 1,707 000
Per cent of total 30.4 00.0 31.7 29.9
Negro owner-occupied units 271 000 97 174
Negro tenant occupied units 1,436 000 424 1,012
Elmore County
672Negro occupied units 2,962 288 2,002
Per cent of total 38.2 35.7 31.6 41.5
Negro owner-occupied units 573 107 87 379
Negro tenant occupied ^inits 2,389 181 585 1,623
Geneva County
864 116 369Negro occupied units 379
Per cent of total 13.1 16.4 22.8 8.9
Negro owner-occupied units 212 45 106 61
Negro tenant occupied units 652 71 263 31.8
Henry County
2,204 470 1,734Negro occupied units 000
Per cent of total 45.4 00.0 37.9 47.9
Negro owner-occupied units 184 000 59 125
Negro tenant occupied units 2,020 000 411 1,609
11;
TABLE 2, Continued
HOME OWNERSHIP, TENANCY AMONG NEGROES, URBAN AND RURAL-NON
FARM AND RURAL FARM IN TEN COUNTIES IN SOUTH¬









U,639Negro occupied units 1,648 427 2,564
Per cent of total 53.2 45.5 37; 2 :66;3
Negro owner-occupied units 786 405 73 308
Negro tenant occupied units 3,853 1,243 354 2,256
Pike County
Negro occupied units 3,525 1,016 421 2,088
Per cent of total 45.1; 49.9 37.8 45.3
Negro owner-occupied units 511 291 89 131
Negivj tenant occupied units 3,011; i 725 322 1,957
Russell County
Negro occupied units i;,690 1,302 603 2,785
Per cent of total 54.9 32.1 52.2 83.5
Negro owner-occupied units 750 294 95 361
Negro tenant occupied units 3,940 1,008 508 2,424
S. Bureau of the Census, l6th Census 19kO. Housing, Part 2. Vol.
11, pp, 26, 29. Table 22.
rural-non-fann areas. In Covington County, Negroes occupy 8i;8 homes in
urban areas, 623 in rural-non-farm areas and only 570 rural-farm units.
This can be accounted for by the fact that while no other county has more
than two areas considered urban, Covington County has three: Andalusia,
population 6,886} Florala, 2,999; and Opp, 3,178. In comparing the
number of Nfegro. tenants in urban areas with those in rural farm areas, one
also sees that Negro tenants occupy more dwelling \mits in rural-farm areas
than in urban areas in all counties except Covington, liifhile the number of
homes owned in the various areas changes from county to county, it can be
noted that generally more Negroes own and occupy their homes in urban areas
than in rural-farm areas. This statement is in^jortant, for since most of
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the students who attend the schools under stucfy come from iniral areas, the
possibilities are that most of them come from tenant homes. And, it is the
e^q^erience of the investigator, who has lived in a rural-farm area of south¬
eastern Alabama for 21 years, that farm tenants usually do not subscribe to
newspapers, and magazines, nor do they usually buy books. Negroes in rural
situations in general seem to buy few books and tenants very seldom buy books.
It is important, therefore, to remember that of the 16,677 rural dwelling
units occupied by Negroes in the ten counties being studied ll4.,620 or '77*6
per cent are occupied by tenants, while only 2,057 or 22.14, per cent are
owner-occupied. It is interesting to see the distribution of the population
surrounding each of the county training schools being surveyed.
Minor civil divisions in which schools are located.—For purposes of
political administration, counties are divided into minor civil divisions.
These divisions are called precincts, and voting places are set up in them.
In predominantly rural counties, as these in southeastern Alabama, a high
school may be the center of one of these minor civil divisions. Table 3
gives the town representing each division in which one of the county training
schools represented in this study is located. It shows the total population,
the Negro population, and the total reral popxilation of each division. The
figvires for the separate rural Negre population for each division are vui-
available. It may be seen that in one half of the civil divisions NPgroes
comprise more than $0 per cent of the population, and in the Hurtsbore
division of Russell County, Negroes make up more than 83 per cent of the
population. Brundidge is not a separate civil division. A breakdown of its
population is not obtainable, so only the population of the town is given.
The fact that only three of the divisions have a greater rural than urban
population is of little significance, in this stuc^, for students are transported
16
TABLE 3
EISTHIBUTION OF POPULATION IN MINOR CIVIL DIVISION IN WHICH IS LOCATED THE
COUNT! TEAININQ SCHOOL OF EACH COUNTY BY RACE AND BY RURAL AREAS



















Clayton Barbour County Training School 3,7U3 2,260 60.3 1,789 U7.7
Eoterprise Coffee County Training School 6,507 2,115 32.5 1,966 30.2
Andalusia Covington County Training School 9,6U7 2,323 2li.O 1,979 20.U
Luveme Crenshaw County Training School 3,323 1,1;23 >2.5 1,160 3U.7
Wetumpka Elmore Coxinty Training School li,002 2,252 56.2 2,302 57.5
Slocomb Geneva County Training School 3,112 531 17.0 2,19li 70.ii
Abberville Henry County Training School 3,933 2,032 Si.h 1,367 37.7
Auburn Lee County Training School 8,297 h,693 56.5 2,h90 30.0
Brundidge Pike County Training School 1,909 * # * *
Hurtsboro Russell County Training School 3,613 3,010 83.3 2,385 66.0
■WnavkLlable
S, Bureau of the Census, l6th Census. 19^0» Population, Part II. Vol. II. p. 281.
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from other minor civil districts to the county training school by bus.
These percentages show, however, that county training schools are usually
placed in civil divisions vdiich have the largest \xrban population. It
seems also that these schools are located in areas of dense Negro popu¬
lation.
State school library laws.— The administration of public secondary
education in Alabama is left largely to each county. The State Board of
Education issues teaching certificates to teachers and teacher-libfarians.
The Board also administers the Minimum Program Fund, This fund was es¬
tablished in 1935 to aid in "providing a minimum term and for the equali¬
sation of educational opportunity in the public schools of the state.
The school laws further provide "That the State Board of Education, upon
the recommendation of the -Superintendent of Education, shall be authorized
to make full allotments of funds to any school system for the time actually
taught, if in the judgment of the State Superintendent of Education and the
State Board of Education unusual conditions beyond the control of the
local board of education in axxy school are such as to prevent the operation
of that school for the required nine months minimum term. "2 The State Board
also may supplement funds to provide sick leave for teachers. The way the
IfijiLmum Program Fund functions is that the State Board of Education allots
funds to school systems based on the average daily attendance and teacher
units. Each county superintendent then allocates these funds to the
various schools based on the teachers \inits, the average daily attendance
Istate of Alabama, Department of Education, Bulletin No. General
School Laws, 1950. p. 92.
2lbid.
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and the cost per pupil per day for transportation.^ Some county superin¬
tendents of education obtain funds under the "unusual conditions" clause
and allot these funds to schools on a matching basis vaiying from dollar for
dollar to two dollars for one dollar up to a given amount. In this manner
some school principals are able to get funds for their school libraries.^
The State furnishes a consultant of Negro school libraries. This
officer functions under the State Board of Education and has headquarters
at the Alabama State College for Negroes in Montgomery, Alabama. The
relationship between the consultant and the schools is advisory. Some
functions of the State Consultant of Negro School Libraries are discussed
in another chapter in this study.
Summary
To summarize this section, it is necessary to point out seven major ■
factors: (1) Southeastern Alabama is an agriculturial area with a
tenqjerate climate and a ridgy loamy soil. (2) Over two-thirds of the
population of the counties included in this study is rural. (3) As is
typical of the "Black Belt," these counties have a very large population of
Negroes suid Negroes make up a majority of the population in three counties.
(U) The median school years completed is 6.2 for the total population and
the counties having the greatest proportion of Negroes have the lowest
median school years completed. (5) While Negroes pccupy some 38.8 per
cent of the homes in these counties, they own only 22.14. per cent of these
^"Regulations of the State Board of Education Pertaining to the Annual
Apportionment of the Minimum Program Fund," (Montgomery, Alabama, State
Department of Education 1950), p. 3. (Mimeographed).
‘Methods of financing the county training schools are presented in
Chapter 17 of this study. Three schools are able to get funds raised for
the school library matched by the county.
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homes and 77.6 per cent are tenants. (6) County training schools are usually
placed in or near urban areas which are very densely populated by Negroes.
(7) "While the administration of public secondary schools is left largely to
the various counties, the State ‘gives some financial and advisory aid, and
through a matching system, some principals are able to supplement their
school library funds.
The next chapter deals with the schools, their philosophies, objectives,
curricula, teaching methods, teachers and teaching loads, school enrollment
and the library personnel.
CHAPTER II
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROGRAMS OF THE TEN SELECTED
CCXJNTY TRAINING SCHOCLS
This chapter describes the programs of the ten county training schools
studied in the light of their philosophies and objectives, the courses
offered, the special characteristics of the curricula, the methods of
instruction, the progressive or traditional nature of the schools, and the
sessions held per day. This chapter also analyzes the school population,
both students and teachers, as to the number of students by class and the
subjects and grades taught by each teacher. It comments upon the backgrovmd
of the pupils and the school community, and it describes the library staff
and its function in the schools.
In order to make a thorough and valid analysis of the library facilities
and services in these schools, an imderstanding of the total school pi*ogram
is necessary.
The library in the school is a service agency which
operates pidLmarily for the purpose of carrying out the
philosophy and objectives of the school in which it is
located.l
Many of the problems and practices found in school libraries are by-products
of school policies, practices, and conditions. It is necessary, therefore,
to have a view of the total school situation, in order to describe and re¬
late the library services and facilities to the institution.
The information contained in this chapter was obtained largely from
personal interviews with principals and teachers, from teaching schedules,
course outlines found in principal's files, mimeographed panq)hlets issued
^Virginia L. Jones, Op. Git., p 12.
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to faculty members describing the aims and objectives of the schools and the
responsibility of teachers toward helping realize school goals, personal
interviews with teacher-librarians, and from personal obseinration in
classrooms.
The school principals were very cooperative. Most of them guided the
investigator over the school building and the canpuses, introducing him to
both teachers and pupils as they moved into and out of classrooms. They
were cooperative in permitting the person in charge of the library to render
any possible assistance. And it was agreeable with all of them for their
schools to be identified in this stuc^ by name. However, since each of the
ten schools included in this study has the term "county training school" in
its name, thus making a somewhat long term to be used, only the names of the
county Tfuill be used to indicate the school from that county.
Philosophies and objectives.—Every school should have a basic philosophy
which should be worked out by faculty and school administrators in the light
of the economic and sociological factors prevailing in the school community.
The objectives and activities of the school should be planned in accordance
with the school philosophy. This philosophy should serve as a guide to every
department, teacher, and student of the school.^
The ideas predominant in the varied philosophies of the ten county
training schools include; preparing students to make adjustments to
situations in which they find themselves; preparing students to live in the
society of which they are a part; preparing students to enter higher
institutions of learning; training the students for democratic living;
increasing students' knowledge and skills in accordance with their activities;
llbid., p. 25.
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and working with the comnmnity so that a better atmosphere of peace and
prosperity will grow through better social relationships; and guiding pupils
to make for themselves a place of respect and enjoyment in their local com¬
munity. All ten of the principals had worked out a statement of philosophy.
Some examples of school philosophies are:
We at the Coffee County Training School believe that the
school should provide its students with such experiences as
will make them capable of fitting into the society in which
they live. The school must have a varied personnel; this
will include persons with varied training and experiences.
We further believe that the school should serve the com¬
munity of which it it a part. We feel that a school should
be the center of attraction in a community.
We at the Geneva County Training School believe that the
primary function of the school is to improve the commiurLty
in which it is located, by providing its students with
experiences rtiich make for community growth, intellectusQJ-y,
socially, and economically.
We further believe that the school should serve the
community of which it is a part, as a source of general
information regarding social, health, and civic problems.
Therefore, we have adopted these five basic aims;
1. To serve as a model for democratic living.
2. To fit the student for successful living in a
democratic society.
3. To help each student find himself and to guide each
student in his selection of the most possible and
practical occupations.
I4.. To prepare the most fortunate students for college
or higher educational institutions of learning.
5. To prepare the students to live successfully in his
community.
Specific objectives and goals shoiild be derived from the school's
philosophy, and should be stated in such a manner as to be understood by
the entire school personnel so that they may be realised throu^ carefully
planned activities. The objectives stated in these ten schools are based
on four major ideas; self-realization, human relationships, economic
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efficiency, and civic responsibility.^ Specific aims relative to self-
realization mentioned are intellectual curiosity, discovery of talent, re¬
flective thinking on personal and social problems, personality development,
and good health in sound bodies. Aims pertaining to human relationships
incompass improved home and community life by means of increased experiences
and the development of respect for people of all ages, races, and sexes, and
by the discovery of ways of working and living harmoniously together.
Economic efficiency may be obtained by teaching the pupil the latest methods,
and techniques of earning a livelihood through farm-ownership, soil conser¬
vation, crop rotation home care and development and other skills and techniques
of various vocations. Through encouraging participation of students in
student activities zuid government, and through the encouragement of
community in^irovement students are taught civic responsibility.
It is of some significance that none of the ten schools included in the
aims and objectives a desire to encourage students to make society accept
them. It woiild seem that a secondary school for rural Negro youth would
aim at teaching the student to do more than adjust himself to the society
and the community in which he finds himself. It seems that the school
should aim to teach him to help alter the community and the society in which
he finds himself so that he will be accepted as an equal social human being.
Schools, however, may perform that function and carry out that aim in
an unannounced but subtle manner.
Courses offered.— In order to fulfill the aims and objectives of a
school, certain roads and vehicles of instruction must be chosen wherely
^Educational Policies Commission, The Purpose of Education in Amsrican
Democracy (Washington, D.G.: National Education Association of' the United
States and the American Association of School Administration, 1938), p. ii7.
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students are directed toward these aims and goals. The curricula and
courses ofiered make up the roads and the vehicles in the school. In the
ten county training schools studied 37 courses are offered. Five courses
are taught in all of the ten schools; one course, physics, is taught in nine
schools; seven courses are taught in eight schools, while only one school
offers a course in art and the same is ti*ue for economic geography. Table
U lists the courses offered in the ten county training schools in south¬
eastern Alabama, by subject, giving the niimber of schools offering each
course. These courses were compiled from lists submitted to the investif
gator by principals (see appendix for lists of courses offered by each
school).
In order to present a clearer picture of the courses offered ty the ten
schools, Table S ranks the courses by the number of schools offering them.
For instance, grammar, composition, literature, and library science is
considered one broad course, -vdiich is offered by all ten of the schools. So
it is given rank one. Group one contains four other courses, all of which
are general courses, except American history, which mcQr be broken down into
American history and Alabama history. The group of courses ranking third
is the largest number of courses found in a majority of schools. Four of
these courses are in vocational areas and one each in science, mathematics,
and the social sciences. The rank of the courses offered might en?)hasize
what vehicles school administrators deem important for the fulfillment of
the aims and objectives of the schools.
The cxirricula.—The curricula of the ten county training schools are
very similar. In only two schools are notable variations indicated. Both
of these special characteristics pertain to veterans’ programs. In the
Coffee County Training School veterans' classes in agriculture are held in
TABLE h
COURSES OFFERED BY TEN COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALABAMA BY SUBJECT
Schools Schools
Offering Offering
Courses Courses Courses Courses
En^ish Art 1
Grammar, composition, literature,
spelling, and library service 10 Science
General science 10


























































RANK OF COURSES OFFERED IN THE TEN COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALABAMA BY NUMBER
OF SCHOOLS OFFERING THEM
Schools Schools
Course pffering Rank Course offering Rank
Grammar, composition literature, and World history 6
library BCience 10 1 Economics 6
American history 10 1 Vocational guidance 5 6
General mathematics 10 1 Algebra 5 6
General science 10 1 First aid 5 6
Biology 10 1
Civics h 7
Physics 9 2 Horticulture k 7
Social studies 8 3 Sociology 3 8
Geometry 8 3 Typing 3 8
Chemistly 8 3 Ptysical geography 3 8
Clothing 8 3 Wood craft 3 8
Foods 8 3 Manual arts 3 8
Child care 8 3
Vocational agriculture 8 3 Reading 2 9
Drama 2 9
physical education 7 h Physiology 2 9
Music appreciation 7 k
Home management 7 k Economic geography 1 10
Art 1 10
Citizenship 6 $




the afternoon three times a week, and veterans’ classes in basic education,
reading, writing, and arithmetic, are held three nights a week. There is a
veterans' coordinator, who is not a part of the regular faculty of the school.
His work is not an integral part of the school curriculum. The school
library is not open for use of these classes. No request for the use of the
school library by the veterans has been made, they use only the school's
classrooms.
The situation is somewhat different at the Elmore County Training School.
There, special courses in trades are offered for veterans by their own
coordinator. They meet three times a week from 3:30 to 6:30 in the after¬
noon. They have access to the school library and at least fifteen veterans
use the library once each week.
The other difference at Elmore County Training School is its use as a
practice school. Each year the Vocational Department of Agriculture of
Tuskegee Institute sends approximately two of its senior students to this
school to do practice woik. The two students come at different times and
each remains for approximately three school months. The curriculum of the
school is so designated that it allows for minor variations in teaching
programs. The school's vocational agrictilture program is somewhat co¬
ordinated with that of the Department of Vocational Agriculture at Tuskegee,
an arrangement which works very well. However, no special collection of
books or materials has been acquired for use by these students (see Table
9 , Book Collection). According to the school principal, no special effort
has been made to secure books in that area, not even from Tuskegee Institute.
Teaching method.—The method of teaching in the ten county training
schools varies. In six of the schools the textbook method of teaching pre¬
dominates, while four principals use some other method of teaching. Reasons
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given for using the textbook method are: (1) overcrowded classrooms, (2) in¬
adequate library and supplementaiy materials, (3) unprepared teachers for
some other method, and (U) the belief that the textbook method best fits
the particular school situation. Of the four schools not using the textbook
method, two use textbooks as guides? for the coursesj one school uses the core
curriculum with collateral reading, while in the last school, courses are
broken into phases and units for instructional puiposes, and all available
materials on the subject are utilized.
Eight of the schools are considered either progressive or they are in
the process of becoming progressive. Field trips, use of community resources,
and athletic coiirses, home economics and vocational courses are cited as
activities in evidence of the progressiveneSs of the schools. Two schools
are considered traditional.
An inpressionistic description of each school.—^At this point it is
necessary to give a general description of each school, which will include
some comments on the background of the students and the community, derived
from conferences with administrators, teachers, and students and observation.
This will be followed tjy an analysis of the school popiilation including
teachers, students, and library personnel. In discussing each school, only
an impressionistic picture of the school and the library will be given and
some mention of cultural ouHets made.^
The unaccredited Barbour County Training School with an enrollment of
202 pupils is located about one mile outside of Clayton, Alabama. It is
composed of two structures, a frame one which is six years old and a new
brick structure. There are outdoor pit-toilets for men and women. The
^Virginia L. Jones, Op. Cit., p. 32.
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campus is a bare red hill which has gullies showing which way the water flows
when it rains and a water pump sits in the center of the campus. The library
is in one comer of the En^ish classroom in the frame building. It is not
organised, and is used only by En^ish classes. There are 96 volvunes of
16 titles. Most of these are reference tools.
There are five windows in the eastern side of the classroom, four of
which have molcfy yellow shades. This unattractive classroom library, which
is supervised by a teacher who is in her first year of teaching and who has
had no library training, had a twelve foot ceilingj from one of the two
sockets hanging two feet from the ceiling, a bulb is missing. The room is
2li b7 30 feet and there are 30 chairs in it. The other furnishings consist
of a teachers desk, two blackboards, two bulletin boards, which are three
feet square, shelving space for 120 volumes, and a big coal stove. There
are fruit jars and syrup cans holding withered flowers and on the cream-
colored sooty'walls hang three water sketches and a clipping on the use of
good En^ish, The textbook method of teaching predominates, and there is
no stimulation for use of the library materials. The leading cultural out¬
lets in the community are the churches and the balcony of a theater. There
is no public library in this farming center.
The Coffee County Training School is accredited by the State of Alabama,
It is located about two and one half miles from Enterprise, Alabama, in
three frame buildings and has an enrollment of 200 students and nine
teachers for grades seven to 12, Running water and indoor toilets improve
the appearance of the school. There are 302 accessioned volumes and I78
titles in the library which is in an attractive centrally located room in
the main building, and which has a shelving capacity of 1,200 volumes and a
seating capacity of 1*0, There is a public library in the city and Niegroes
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may borrow books as any other person. Over 1^,000 persons live in the com¬
munity and the students have rather broad cultural outlets. Even though the
textbook method of teaching predominates, both teachers and students are
stimulated to use the library by the young teacher-librarian who, with only
12 quarter hours of library training is organizing and publicizing her
library materials. Students are assigned to the library for study, and
they use the books with interest.
Covington County Training School is located on a hill about fifteen
blocks from the residential section of Andalusia, Alabama, where the cultural
outlet is fair. There are several churches, two theaters, several cafes, and
school plays and musicals are presented frequently. There are two frame
buildings housing grades one through 12 and a schodL population of 552
students and l6 teachers. Three hxmdred and fifty-one of these students and
11 teachers are in grades seven through 12, The library is located in a
separate centrally located room in the main building. It is not used by the
elementary grades. There are iiSlj. volumes and IrOO titles which are not very
well organized by the librarian who spent one summer in library school. The
room is dark and sombre with poor ventilation and poor lighting—one of the
two ceiling bulbs is missing. Forty persons can work comfortably in this
room and 1,200 volumes can be shelved here. The traditional method of
teaching is used, and neither the principal nor the librarian seem very
interested in the library as an integrated part of the school. There is a
public library in the city but according to the principal, Negroes have not
tried to use it during the past two years,
Crenshaw County Training School is housed in a new modem building
located on the very edge of the Luveme city limits, and has an enrollment
of 538 students of whom 3k3 make up grades seven through 12, Eight of the
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fourteen teachers woilc with thejse high school students. The well lighted,
attractiv^y arranged libraiy room, seating hO students, and with a shelving
capacity of 1,200 voliimes is presided over by a teacher-librarian who has 16
quarter hours of library training. The book collection contains l5o volumes
and 113 titles. According to the principal the textbook method of teaching
prevails because there has not been adequate in-service training programs
to prepare the teachers for any other method. A definite cooperative spirit
exists between the teacher-librarian and the principal, faculty, and students.
Even though the collection is small, it is new, well organized, and widely
used. Cultural outlet in the community is limited and there is no public
libraiy.
Elmore County Training School is located on the edge of the Wetumpka
city limits right across from a cemeteiy, and is housed in three frame
biiildings which are in need of painting and repairs. Toilets are indoors
and there is running water. The enrollment consists of 721 students and
18 teachers. Four hundred and eighty-nine students and 12 teachers make up
classes seven through 12, The library, poorly lighted and ventilated, but
centrally located in the 12th grade classroom, can seat 30 students and has
a shelving capacity of 1,14.50 volumes. The book collection contains i;00
volumes and 213 titles. The present teacher-librarian has had eight hours
of libraiy training, but due to overcrowdedness and lack of teaching staff,
she has to teach six periods a day in the classroom-library. Even though
the teaching program is supposed to be progressive, the investigator observed
only the textbook method of teaching being used. The spirit of cooperation
between the teacher-librarian and the principal is very poor. The teacher-
librarian reports that ohly her students use the libraiy book collection.
Cultural opportunities are decidely limited. There is no public library.
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The Geneva County Training School is located about one-half mile from
the township of Slocomb, Alabama. There are five rooms and the principal's
office, Tidiich is used as a classroom, in an old frame building that is in
need of paint and repair. The back steps are missing, and the outside
toilet pits are overflowing. There is no running water and the library,
located in the center of the north wing in the 8th grade classroom, is most
unattractive suid dirty. There are 111 students and six teachers in grades
seven through 12, while four teachers and 195 students make up the lower six
grades. The library is unorganized, and only the World Bode Encyclopedia
is used. The district bookmobile services the elementary school. The home¬
made shelves will hold 700 volumes. There are 771 volumes, most of which
are discards from some other library. The room will seat 20 students.
There is a definite inclination toward building a library collection here
but there are no funds. The textbook method of teaching predominates and
the En^ish teacher in charge of the library has had no library training.
Cultural outlets are limited in the community,
Heruy County Training School is located seven miles from Abbeville,
Alabama. It is housed in a new traditional type of building, and has a
combined enrollment of Ilk students and 17 teachers. Three hundred and
fifty-three students and 10 teachers make up the grades seven through 12,
Running water with indoor flush toilets and adequate lighting add to the
comfort of the school. The library, housed in the principal's office is
unorganized. No one is directly responsible for the library, and books are
scattered throughout the various classrooms. The principal is a young and
rather cfynamic native of Henry County. He got his new biiilding in 19ii8, and
he is working for other equipment and library materials in 1950. The
community is definitely rural and cultirral outlets are about nil.
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The Lee County Training School is located two miles from a university
city. Auburn, Alabama, It is housed in three frame buildings, with running
water and flush toilets. The total enrollment is 906 students and 23
teachers. Three hundred and fifty-one students and 11 teachers make up
grades seven throu^ 12. The well-organized library which is definitely an
integral part of -the school program is centrally located in a rather
attractive classroom in the main building, and has in addition to a collection
of 2,100 volumes, a collection of 200 books as a branch of the public library.
These 200 volumes are changed weekly. The seating capacity <f only 1^0
students out of 3^L help account for the unaccredited status of this school.
The teacher-librarian, who is the principal's wife, has a Master of Arts
degree in education and 20 quarter hours of library training. Very
attractive bulletin boards adorn the walls giving the room a spirit of ease
and reflection. Cultural outlets are limited for Negroes,
The State accredited Pike County Training School is located in the town¬
ship of Brundidge, housed in two frame buildings, has running water and
indoor toilets. The enrollment is 535 students and 16 teachers. One hundred
and seventy-one students and seven teachers make up the grades seven through
12, The unattractive, dull appearing library with a shelving capacity of
1,200 voliames is located in the back of a classroom in the central building
and contains a book collection of 85l volumes and 700 titles, and a seating
capacity of liO. The library is supervised by a teacher-librarian with 16
quarter hours of training and a quick sharp tone for keeping order. The
teaching method is progressive and the library serves as an integrating
agency in the school program. The cultural outlets in the community are
limited to churches, movies, and school programs.
3h
The Russell County Training school is housed in a new modem brick bxiild-
ing, and in an old frame structure. Located about five blocks from Hurtsboro,
Alabama, it has indoor toilets, running water, adequate ventilation and
lighting, and an enrollment of $12 students and l6 teachers. Eight teachers
and 19ij. students make up grades seven through 12. The libraiy, attractively
appointed in a classroom in the central new building, has a seating capacity
of 3$j shelving capacity of 600 volumes, and 96 volumes with $k titles. The
person-in-charge of the libraiy has had no library training. The principal
is new at this school but there is definitely the desire to build a libraiy
collection and to make it a vital and integrated part of the school program.
Over one hundred and fifty dollars worth of books have been ordered.
Cultural outlet is very limited. There is no public library.
Library personnel.—The personnel of the school libraiy should have a
liberal college education, suid certain technical professional libraiy skills
and commendable personal traits. The teacher-librarian, who is one who
devotes part of his time to classroom instruction, and part to the library,!
should have at least six semester hours or nine quarter hours of professional
library training for schools having enrollments of 100 or less, and from
2h to 30 semester hours in schools housing from 200 to 500 pupils, while in
both instances at least one half of his time should be devoted to the library.^
Teacher-librarians should be given ample time to do administrative woik and
technical processes in the school libraiy. The Southern Association of
Colleges and Secondaiy Schools standards for school libraries require a card
catalog, an accession record, or shelf-list, and an adequate loan system of
^Lucile F. Fargo, The Ljbraiy in the School. (Chicago, 1939), p. 1^6
2Southem Association of Secondaiy Schools, Op. Cit« , p, 10.
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each school libraiy serving enrollments of over 200 pupils.^ These standards
also require that at least twelve library lessons be offered in the school
each year. The national standards are higher.^ The persons in charge of
of the libraries in nine of the selected county training schools hold
bachelor degrees and above. Only the three teachers-in-charge of libraries
(teachers who have been assigned the responsibility of the libraiy) have
had no professional libraiy training; however, none of the persons-in-charge
of the school libraries represented in this study have had the equivalent
of the minimum 2h semester hours of professional library tz'aining suggested
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondaiy Schools (see Table 6).
Both teaching and library experiences among the nine persons in charge of
school libraries range from one to twelve years. The median teaching
experience is six years, but the median library experience is only three
years. The salaries of the persons in charge of the school libraries are
based on the type of teaching certificate held from the Alabama State Board
of Education, The basic salary for a class ”B” secondaiy teaching certificate
in Alabama is ^,800 for nine months. Student assistants were used in only
three school libraries; their functions were janitorial to a great degree,
and none of them received monetary compensation for their woric. Coffee
County Training School's library has a library club which is not very
active. Persons in charge of the school libraries report that classroom
and other work keep them so busy that they simply do not have the energy
and inspiration to organize and work with library clubs. Table 7 shows
the activities of the library personnel, and from Table 7 one Can see how
^bid,
^American Library Association, Op. Cit,
TABLE 6
i . . ■
QUALIFICATIONS, EIPEREENCES, TEACHING LOADS, OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARI PERSONNEL IN THE TEN


























Barbour B -S. None
■
1 1 6 None
Coffee B.S. 12 ,5 3 B 5 10
Covington E.A. 9b 12 12 B 5 None
Crenshaw B.S. 16 7 2 B 6 None
ELmore B.A. 8 8 2 B 6 5
Geneva B.S. None 2 1 B 7 None
Henry a a a a a a a
Lee 20 10 6 A k 12
Pike B.S. 16 6 k B 2 None
Russell B.S. None 1 1 B 5 None
library not organized
^femester hours
°Rank of teaching certificate
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Barbour 6 None None 1, Secretary to principal
2. In charge of dramatics
Coffee 5 None 2 li Yes 1. Junior basketball coach for girls
2, Library,club advisor
Covington 5 None 2 3 Yes 1. None
Crenshaw 6 3 None 6 Yes 1. Girls counselor
2. Chairman of school junior red
cross
3. Member cpunty in-service train¬
ing committee
Elmore 6 2 None None Yes 1. Senior class advisor
2. Plays piano for chorus
Geneva 7 2 None None None 1. Debating club advisor
2, In charge of dramatics
Henry a a a a a a
Lee u None \ 3 Yes 1. Senior class sponsor
2. Library club advisor
Pike 2 6 1 li Yes 1. Supervises cleaning of halls
Russell 5 1 1 None Yes 1, Choir conductor and member of
the music committee
2, Secretary to principal
^No one in charge of the library
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full the teacher-librarian's must be. Only one teacher-librarian has
no other functions than classroom duties, library supervision, and lectures
on library use, while other persons in charge of libraries perform duties
ranging from secretary to the principal to supervising the cleaning of
halls.
SUMMARI
A majority of the ten schools selected included grades one through 12.
Eight schools include grades one through 12, one includes grades five through
12, and one includes grades seven through 12. The total school enrollment
is over 200 in each school and the average total enrollment is 531 students.
Three schools have less than 200 students in grades seven through 12. The
schools in Geneva, Pike, and Russell counties have: Geneva, 111, Pike, 171,
and Russell, 19li students in grades seven through 12. The average enroll¬
ment in grades seven through 12 in the ten selected schools is 276 students,
and 65 per cent of these students are transpoirted to school by bus. There
are at least seven teachers, including principals, in each school for grades
seven through 12, and the number of students per teacher ranges from 18 to
1|3. Geneva County Training School has a teacher for every eighteen students
in grades seven through 12, while Crenshaw County Traiining School has forty-
three, or two and one-half as many students per teacher in these grades.
The average for the ten schools is 30 students per teacher in grades seven
through 12. Only two of the schools are accredited by the State of
Alabama,.and none are acpredited by any other agency. Overcrowded conditions
and poor library facilities are cited by principals as major causes for non¬
accreditation.
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Most of the schools have combination classroom-libraries which are
supervised by a teacher-librarian who has at least a bachelor's degree and
eight hours of professional library training. Two schools have separate
library rooms, one school has the collection scattered over the various
classrooms with the general reference tools located in the principal's
office. This particular library has no supervisor. There is no library
program. The door of the principal's office is opened at lihS each
morning and remains unlocked until 3:30 in the afternoon. Anyone may use
the books in that office who wishes to do so. Three of the teachers-in-
charge of libraries have had no professional library training. Most of the
libraries will seat forty students, or one and a half classes, and one-half
of the schools use their libraries for study-halls on part-time basis rang¬
ing from one period a day to four periods a day.
TABLE 8
SUMMARI OF PERTINENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEN SELECTED SCHOOLS
Barbour Coffee Covington Crenshaw Elmore
Grades taught 7-I2 1-12 1-12 1-12
Enrollment:
Total 268 200 552 538 721
Grades 7-12 202 200 351 343 489
Nvimber of pupils transported:
Grades 7-12 111 184 245 282 397
Per cent transported 7-12 51i.9 92 70 82 81
Principal and faculty 9 9 16 14 18
Teachers-Grades 7-12 8 9 11 8 12
Accreditation None State None None None
Separate library room • • • Yes • • • Yes • • •
Combination classroom-library les No Yes No Yes
Seating Capacity ko 40 40 40 30
Study-hall library No No No Part Part





Titles per capita 0.08 0.89 1.13 0.33 0.43
Periodical subscription None 5 None None None
Librarian:
Academic degree B.S. B.S. B.A. B.S. B.A.
Professional work None 12* 9** 16* 8*
Tears teaching experience 1 5 12 7 8
Status:
Teacher-librarian • • • Yes Yes Yes Yes
Teacher-in-charge Yes • • • • * « • • •
Number class periods taught
per day by teacher-librarian 6 5 5 6 6
Niimber periods responsible
for library • • • • • • • • • • « • • •
Library e3q)enditures
I9U8-I9I49 $95 $200 $90 $364 $275
Per capita expenditures
Grades 7-12, 19^8-1:9 $0.1:7 1 0.25 1.06 0.56
Library salary rank ja B^ B^ fia • B^
TABLE 8, Continued
SUMMARI OF PEKTIHENT CHARAGTEIOISTICS OF THE TEN SELECTED SCHOOLS
( eneva Henry Lee Pike Russell
Grades taught L-12 1-12 " TTZ— 1-12. —TTS
Enrollment:
Total 306 77h 906 535 512
Grades 7-12 111 353 351 171 19h
Number of pupils transported:
Ch^ades 7-12 , ' ' ho . 31:2 107 2h 18h
Per cent transported 7-12 36 97 32 Ih 95
Principal and faculty 10 17 23 16 16
Teachers - Grades 7-12 6 10 H 7 8
Accreditation None None None State None
Separate library room • • • • d• * • • • • • • • • • • • • # •
Combination classroonnlibrary Yes No Yes Yes Yes







Titles in library 600° d -,627 700 5h
Titles per capita 5'.hl d h.63 h.09 0.38
Periodical subscription None None 23 None 2
Librarian:
Academic degree B.S. e MEd. B.S. B.S.
Professional work None e 20* 16* None
Years teaching experience 2 e 10 6 1
Status:
Teacher-librarian • • • • e Yes Yes ♦ • • •
Teacher-in-charge Yes e • • • • • • • • Yes
Number class periods taught




19l;8-19li9 $1^0 None |25o $hoo $i5o
Per capita expenditures I.h5 None l.Ti
A^
2.33 0.77
Library salary rank e B^ .
^Salary paid according to State Certificate
t>Accessioned titles
BRank 2- Certificate State of Alabama
^Largely unaccessioned old titles
^Reference books in principal’s office. Each classroom has on collection
®No one in charge of library




THE BOCK GCSLLECTION AND ITS RELATION TO THE SCHOCL PROGRAM
The real value of a school library is deteimned by the extent to which
it serves in cairying out the objectives of the school. Its greatest
contributions can be made through activities and resources that aid in
reading and reference work among students and faculty. Books and other
. •«
library materials should be .selected to meet the needs of the courses in the
curriculum and the reading abilities and interests of the students.^ The
problem of school libraries, then, is to secure materials adequate in
quantity and quality to meet both the curricula £uad extra-curricula needs
of students.
This chapter presents a description and evaluation of the book collecticn
of the ten schools selected and relates them to the currlciila. Since 19U8,
the State of Alabama has used the same standards as the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, with a little modifications for situations
peculiar to Alabama for evaluating school libraries. This chapter uses the
southern regional and the national standards as measuring rods for quanti¬
tative evaluations. For qualitative evaluation comparisons of the proportion
and recency of books to the total collection in social sciences, science,
history, geography, and travel are made. Analysis of the library books for
the courses in these subject areas are made in the light of the curricula
and extra-curricula needs of students. Counts are made of non-book materials
1Virginia L. J@nes, Op. Cit., p. h7»
such as magazines, newspapers, pamphlets, audio-visual materials, and other
collections in the schools, including classroom and vocational agriculture
and home economics department collections, and evaluations are made in terms
of quantity and. usefulness. Book-selection policies are explained and the
quarters and equipment of the libraries are described.
The book collections in the ten selected schools are generally inadequate,
none of the collections meet regional or national standards. The range in
titles per capita student enrollment is 0.08 to 1^.63 with an average l.ijl
titles in organized libraries, while the regional average is five well-
selected titles for each student, and the national standards are higher.
The total number of titles held range from 16 to 1,627 and the range in
vol\imes is from 96 to 2,300. The number of titles added since 19ii0 ranges
fean twotto 350, and the volumes added in 19it9 range from 0 to 170 titles. Of
the 3,901 titles held by the ten schools 889 were added since 19^*0 and U33
of these titles were added in 19ll9. The books in the Henry Coimty Training
School are not included in these tabulations because they are not organized
in a manner suitable to be described in Table 9. From Table 9 it can be
seen that the book collections of the ten coiinty training schools are in¬
adequate when measured by both regional and national standards, and Table
10 shows that the collections are inadequate when measured by curricvila needs.
The national standards stipulate that 100 new titles should be added to
the collection each year. It is the only stanc^rd making-this requirement.
One school met this requirement in 19li8-i4.9» The Lee CoTinty Training Sdiool
added l50 titles in 19li8-li9, and three other schools added more than eighty
titles. This shows a growing awareneds of the needs of the library for
accreditation and an atten^jt by at least four of the ten schools to meet
some of these requirements. It is unfortunate that the school administrators
TABLE .9














Barbour 16 96 2 p 0 202 0.08
Coffee 178 302 103 27 29 200 0.89
Covington liOO hQh i5o 83 98 351 1.13
Crenshaw 113 ‘ i5o 88 88 88 3h3 0.33
Elmore 213 hoo 38 1 15 1^89 0.U3
Geneva 600- 771 1 1 19 111 5.a
Henry a a
a a a a a
Lee 1,627 2,300 150 150 170 351 U.63
Pike 700 851 350 82 82 171 i^.09
Russell $k 96 7 1 19 19U 0.28
Totals 3,901 5,li5o 889 1^33 520 2,7U5 i.m
^Central and classroom collections contain about 91 titles and a total of approximately 135 volumes
among which is one set of the World Book Encyclopedia, These figures are not accurate^ however.
Therefore, they are not included in this table.
look upon the development of the library primarily for the purposes of
accreditation instead of for its functional value in the school.
All ten of the principals seem anxious to have their schools accredited.
In trying to meet requirements for accreditation there is a tendency on the
part of principals to encourage keeping in the book collection titles that
are out-dated, unsuitable, and which bear no relationship to curricrala or
extra-curricula needs or of student interests. This practice helps make
library shaves unattractive in appearance and students find no stimulation
in them to use the library. The Crenshaw County Training School, with 113
titles and 150 volumes, is the only one of the ten schools that has no old
out-dated, source books and textbooks on the shelves. The teacher-librarians
working in close cooperation with the State Consultant of Negro School
Libraries, are developing ^stematic discarding systems. Those teachers
in charge of three of the libraries either have less than 100 books in
their total collection or they have made no effort to classify the books.
In defending this tendency of retaining out-dated, useless, unrelated
materials, principals argue that some books on the shelves are better than
no books on then, and besides, it takes books to become accredited. It is
encouraging that such tendencies are being eliminated through the emphasis
placed on scho0l7libraries"-ih'teachersVcollegesi^ thq greater^emphasis
placed on quality in school libraries by accrediting agencies, the important
professional training given teacher-librarians by library schools, and the
continued advide and encouragement received by both principals and teacher-
librarians from the State Consultant on Negro School Libraries.
The standards of the Southern Association require that books in the
school library provide adequately for reference work, supplementary reading^
inspirational and cultural reading in order to measure up qualitatively..
The national standards require the consideration of abilities of students,
curriculxun requirements, methods of teaching, provision for growth in
literary appreciation, eind an opportunity for widening informational
interests (see appendix D).
Table 10 describes the holdings of the ten selected school libraries in
the social sciences, in science, in applied science, in hostory, georgaphy,
and travel, and in general reference tools in terms of the total number of
^
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titles in each subject area, the percentage these titles make of the total
titles held and the number of titles added in 19li8-19l4-9, hy schools.
Figures for Geneva County Training School are omitted because the books in
this library are unclassified making the figures unobtainable. The book
collection in Henry County Training School is scattered throughout the
various classrooms, it is not organized or classified in a manner suitable
for use in Table 10. Therefore, only eight schools ar^ included in Table
10.
The number of titles in the social sciences in each school library ranges
frairche to 110, and the total for the eight schools is 282. The percentages
range from 6.2 to 17*7 and the median percentages is 8.7. The titles
added in 19l4-8-19li9 range from 0 to 20. Three of the eight schools added
no titles in the social sciences in 19U8-i^9. Not one school included the
Encyclopedia of Social Sciences in its collection. The total titles held
by the eight schools are 3,301 pf'which 282 or 8.5 per cent are in the
social sciences. The total .number of courses offered by these same ei^t
schools are 37 of which 6 or l6.2 per cent are in the social sciences (see
Table U, page 25). Even though the titles added in 19U8-ii9 are in A Basic
Book Collection and The Standard Catalog for Hjgh School Libraries, it is
obvious that the distribution of the titles in the social sciences in these
libraries is inadequate for the courses offered.
hi
TABLE 10
TITLES IN FIVE SUBJECT AREAS IN EIGHT OF THE TEN SELECTED SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN 19li9-50,
DISTREBUTED:' by total titles, titles PUBLICHED SINCE 19iiO, PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL COLLECTION, AND TITLES ADDED IN 19l;8-l;9
Subject area Barbour Coffee Covington Crenshaw Elmore Lee Pike Elussell
Social Sciences:
Titles:
Totals 1 21+ 39 20 18 110 66 1+
Percentage 6.2 13.5 88.7 17.7 8.1+ 6.7 9.1+ 7.1+
Published since 19i;0 0 10 9 20 2 31+ 1+0 1
Added 191+8-1+9 0 1+ 7 20 0 . 15 10 0
Science
Titles?
Totals 2 1+7 19 10 21+ 113 57 13
Percentage 12.5 26.1+ 1+.7 8.8 11.2 6.9 8.1 21+.0
Published since I9I+O 0 19 7 8 0 25 28 1
Added I9I+8-I+9 0 7 6 8 0 12 12 0
Applied science
Titles:
Totals 3 30 26 7 56 70 .56 1
Percentage 18.7 16.8 6.5 6.2 26.3 1+.3 8.0 1.8
Published since I9I+O 0 10 6 7 0 20 18 1




Totals 1 1+0 h9 10 79 210 83 18
Percentage 6.2 22.1+ 12.2 8.0 37.0 12.9 il.8 33.9
Published since 19i+0 0 15 11 5 0 28 30 3
TABLE:10>:'Continued
TITLES IN UVE SUBJECT AREAS IN EIGHT OF THE TEN SELECTED SCHOCL LIBRAKEES IN 19^9-50,
DISTRIBUTED.’ BI TOTAL TITLES, TITLES PUBLISHED SINCE 19iiO, PERGENTA®
OF TOTAL COLLECTION, AND TITLES ADDED IN 19il8-li9
Subject area Barbour Coffee Covington Crenshaw Elmore Lee Pike Russell
History, Geography and
Travel, Continued
Added 19U8-U9 0 1 7 8 0 20 8 0
Reference
Titles:
Totals 6 13 i: 3 13 25 8 3
Percentage , * 37.5 7.3 1.0 2.6 6.1 1.5 1.1 5.5
Published since 19iiO 1 3 2 3 7 9 6 1
Added 19h8-h9 0 0 2 3 1 2 0 1
Science in Table 10 includes both natural and physical sciences. Eleven
science courses or 31*6 per cent of the total are offered by these eight
schools, but only 8.6 per cent of the titles held are in the sciences, and
l5.9 per cent of those science titles were added in 19l;8“li9» Here again
the distribution and holdings are poor.
Titles in the applied sciences in Mihis study include books on vocational
education for both boys and girls. Of the 2ii7 titles held 62 were copy¬
righted since 19h0 and 32 of these were added in 19U8-1|9» Goii?)aring the
titles in the applied sciences with the courses offered, the percentages are
7.U and 32.6 respectively. In both areas of science and the applied sciences
over 80 per cent of those books copyrighted before 19^0 are textbooks. The
titles added in 19li8-U9 in both areas are included in A Basic Book Collection
and 90 per cent of the titles in applied sciences are on vocational subjects.
Both the number of titles and the recency of titles are inadequate to meet
the needs of the pupils and the curricula of these training schools which
are basically vocational (see Table i|, page 25).
The history, geography, and travel sections in the eight school libraries
represent from 6.2 to 37*0 per cent of the total holdings in each school
with a median of 12.9 per cent. Of these titles 30.7 per cent are in A
Basic Book Collection and are useful for the curricula and student needs
and interests. One school has 30 or 33.9 per cent of its titles and one
;‘school.has,;ei^t''or 8o per cent of its titles in these subjects, published
’since 19^10. The total titles in these subjects are 14-90, or lU.8 per cent'
of the total titles held by all eight school libraries represented. Of
^American Library Association, A Basic Book Collection for High Schools.
(Chicago, 1950), p. 256. '
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these, only 95 were published since I9U0 and 14+ were added in 19U8-i+9»
Comparing the titles held with the courses offered, the numbers are i+90 and
three respectively, and the percentages are and 8.1 respectively. From
a percentage point of view the holdings in these subjects are much greater
and perhaps more adequate for the courses offered than in any other subject
area. However, two schools have no titles which were copyrighted since I9U0
and one school has only one (see Table 10).
Over one-third of the titles held in one libraiy are general reference
books, and in three other school libraries general reference books comprise
only 5»5 per cent of the total titles held. Crenshaw County Training School
added its three general reference titles in 1948-1+9• At least one of the
general reference titles in each of the eight schools represented was copy¬
righted since I9I+O anc only three of these schools did not add one title in
I9I+8-I+9. Even though each school has recently copyrighted general reference
titles there is a need for more \inabridged En^ish dictionaries. Only four
of the school libraries studied have an unabridged dictionary, and without
one, the general reference collection is inadequate.
The book collections in the eight schools are inadequate to furnish
supplementary and collateral reading for the curricula and extra-curricula
needs of the students.
The book selection policies follow a general pattern in the ten schools
studied. Eiren those schools that have no organized libraries have a proposed
book selection policy preparatory to the time when their libraries are
organized and centralized. The Standard Catalog for High School Libraries^
and suggestions from teachers are the basic book selection aids used. Lists
^Standard Catalog for High School Libraries, (5th ed.. New York, 19i+7),
p. l3i+l. ^
are made of titles suggested by teachers, suid the State Consultant on Negro
School Libraries is consulted so that the books selected wLll not only
supplement the school curriculum but also wHl aid the school in meeting
accreditation requirements of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondaiy Schools,
The procedure for acquiring books follow a general pattern as can be seen
by Table 11, Orders are compiled by the teacher-librarian and turned in to
the principal vdio in turn approves the order suid submits it to the county
superintendent, who approves it and orders the books, usually in May of each
year. In one school the principal orders books and materials after orders
have been made up by a library committee. One set of the Encyclopedia
Americana has been ordered by this method and the teacher in charge of the
library plans to continue to use this method when the school has money with
Trtiich to purchase more books and materials. In two of the libraries the
teacher-librarians are responsible for ordering books and mateilal, while
in one of these schools the senior class furnished the money to pay for the
books ordered (see Table 11), Students suggest books in only one school.
The librarian of this school is the principal's wife, has had ten years of
experience, 20 quarter hours of library training, a master's degree in
education, and a pleasin^y friendly personality. The other teacher-
librarians reported that they did not have time to utilize students or they
had no money with which to order books, and, therefore, had no need to get
suggestions from students. Book selection policy does not seem to be a
major problem of these ten selected schools, it seems to be more a problem
of money with which to pay for orders of books, (see Chapter IV),
In Table 12 are presented the magazines, newspapers, and pamphlets
received by the ten libraries in terms of source, number, and frequency. In
^2
TABLE 11





Standard Catalog for Hi^ School
Libraries
Standard Catalog for Hi^ School
Libraries
Teachers' selection list
Standard Catalog for High School
Libraries



































Geneva None Principal selects and purchases






BOOK SELECTION POLICIES, ORDER PROCEDURES, AND SOURCES OF BOOKS IN THE TEN SELECTED SCHOOLS




Henry State Consultant's list Principal and faculty selects
Principal sends order to county
superintendent
(school raises funds for purchase)
None Irregul.
Lee Standard Catalog for High School
Libraries





Pike Standard Catalog for Hi^ School
Libraries













*^^ounty bookmobile and Community patrons
order to be well informed about what is happening in the world, students and
teachers must read cxirrent magazines and newspapers. Table 12 shows that
only three schools have subscriptions for magazines, five subscribe to at
least one paper and six schools receive pamphlets. Free pamphlet services
are not utilized .to- any ii!5>ressive degree for five reasons: (1) Teacher-
librarians do not know the sources for free materialsj (2) they do not have
time to look up the sources and to order the pamphletsj (3) they have no
time to work up a libraiy program whereby the pamphlets could be organized
and used; (4) they receive very little encouragement from principals and
teachers; and, (5) some teacher-librarians lack the initiative and interest
to write the sources and request that the^r libraries be put on mailing
lists. Two of the libraries meet the minimum standard of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary schools as to the number of periodical
subscriptions regularly received. Generally the non-book materials collections
are inadequate, especially in vocational agriculture and home economics
periodicals and pamphlets.
Audio-visual materials may be used very effectively in teaching all
courses offered in high schools today. The array proved during the last war
that students who otherwise might prove very slow can be made to grasp ideas
amd to develop skills con^jaratively easy by the use of audio-visual aids.
Table 13 shows the distribution of the audio-^visual equipment auid materials
in the ten selected schools. From Table 13 it can be seen that the hold¬
ings are very weak in both materials and equipment. This may be accounted
for by the poor economic conditions of these schools, the lack of preparation
of teachers to carry out an audio-visual aid program, and the general slow¬
ness with which new ideas penetrate rural areas.
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TABLE 12
DISTKEBUTION OF THE MAGAZINES, NEVirSPAPEBS, AND PAMPHLETS IN THE TEN SELECTED
SCHOOLS BY SOURCE, NUMBER, AND FREQUENCY, 19ll9-50
" ""





Out of Out of
Schools Source Frequency Local town Local town Frequency Holdings
Barbour None None None None None None None None None
Coffee 5a Regularly a 2 1 1 30 per mo. 5oo
2b
Covington 9b Irregularly b 1 1 2 per mo. 50
Crenshaw 13b Regularly a 3 2
b 1 2 100 per mo. 500
Elmore 9b Regularly a 1 1 None None
b 1
Geneva 7b Regularly b 2 1 None None
Henry None None None None None None None None None
Lee 23a Regularly a 1 1 1 ,14. per mo. h
b 1
Pike 3b Regularly a 1 1 1 per mo. h
b 2
Russell 2a Regularly b




DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS IN THE TEN SELECTED SCHOOLS
Item Barbour Coffee Covington Crenshaw Elmore Geneva Henry' Lee Pike Russell
Matei*ial8:
Charts 3 100 7 h 6 3 None 3 6 2
Clippings None None None None None , None None None None None
Diagrams None 50 None None 2 1 None ' •10 3 NoneOLobes None 2 k 1 6 None None 3 3 None
Maps 1 3 7 3 10 3 3 9 8 2
Pictures 9 30 None None None 10 None None None None
Scrat^books None None None None 1 None None None None None
Filmstrips None None None None None ho None None None None
Films k 10 None None None None None None None None
Equipment t
Movie pro¬
jector 1* 1 1 None None 1 1 2 None None
FilmstirLp
projector None 1 None None None 1 None 1 None NoneScreen None 1 None . None None 1 1 1 None None
Phonograph-
Radio None 1 None None None 1 None None None None
Turntable None None None None 1 None None 1 1 None
P.A. system None None None None None 1 None None None None
Duplicating
machine None None None None None 1 None None None None
Records None None' None None None None 10 None None None
Bioscope None None None None None None None 1 None None
Radio None None None None None None None None 2 None
Phonograph None None None ■ None None None None None 1 None
^Borrowed
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Libraiy housing very often affects the adequacy of the seirvices rendered
by the library. The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
suggests that for an enrollment of 2CX) to h99 there should be 25 square feet
of floor space per reader, a minimum seating capacity for the largest class
plus 20, with at least one reading room (see appendix C)., The library
housing in the ten selected schools is described in Chapter il of this stu(fy.
Table II4. gives a more detailed and ooB5)lete description of library housing.
Only two libraries have separate library rooms in which seating space is
adequate, EL^t libraries are overcrowded. Generally the lighting is poor
and there is inadequate ventilation. Most of the structures are frame and
should have at least two entrances for safety in case of fire. Four of the
rooms are attractive, while six rooms are very unattractive. These rooms
need a more lively color paint combination. New modem standard furniture
is needed, end separate rooms should be set aside for library quarters. Then
the teacher-librarians may be able to decorate and arrange the libraries so
that students will be ingiressed and at ease when they enter it.
If the school library in these ten selected schools will give adequate
and effective services, they must (1) select more recent books and materials,
(2) ig?)rove the current periodical and ephemereal holdings, (3) develop a
more centralized audio-visual program, (ii) improve the size, location, and
appearance of the library quarters, and (5) place in these libraries modem
standard library equipment.
The next chapter deals with the problem of library finance and state aid.
From it one may get some insight as to the causes for the needs outlined in
the last paragraph above.
TABLE lli
DESCRIPTION OF LIBRART HOUSING IN TERMS OF LOCATION, SIZE, EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, HEATING,
AND DECORATION IN THE TEN SELECTED SCHOOLS
Subject Barbour Coffee Covington Crenshaw Elmore Geneva Henry Lee Pike Russell
Enrollment ^^02 200 331 “459 111 353 331 171 ■ “194
Separate room No No Yes Yes No No No No No No
Combination classroom-
libtaiy les Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Classroom-principal's
office No No No No No No Yes No No No
Size:
Shelving capacity 120 1,200 1,200 1,200 .,45o 700 None 3,000 oo 600
Seating capacity 30 ho Uo 40 30 15 None. 40 40 35
Floor space 720* 1,200* 1,080* 720* 720* 224* None L,080* .,200* 1,000
Conference rooms None None None None None None None 1 None 1
Equipment:
NoneMagazine stands None None 1 1 None None 2 None None
Nemrspaper racks None None None 1 None None None 2 1 None
Atlas stands None None None 1 1 None None. 2 1 None
Tables 1 5 7 8 5 6 None 8 6 None
Desks 1 1 1 1 1 1 None 3 1 1
Chairs 30 30 40 4o 30 3 None 4o 40 35
Other seats None None None None None 3 None None None None
Card catalog None 1 None None None None None 1 None None
xiBlackboards 2 2 2 2 2 1 None 1 2 1
Bulletin boards 2 1 2 None 1 None None- 2 2 2
Filing cabinets None 1 1 1 None None None 1 1 1
Work space for
librarian a a b a None c None a&d a d
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, • TABLE lii, Continued
DESOItCPTION OF LIBRART HOUSING IN TERMS OF LOCATION, SIZE, EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING, HEATING,
AND DECORATION IN THE TEN SELECTED SCHOaS
Subject Barbour Coffee G Covington Crenshaw Elmore Geneva Henry Lee Pike Russell
Typewriter - None 3 None None None . 2' None 1 1 1
Charging counter None 1 None None None None None None None None
Windows 5 5 6 13 h 2 None 5 5 12
Entrances 2 1 2 2 2 1 None 2 1 1
Number of lights 2 3 2 8 2 None None 8 2 8
Heatings
Wood stove None None None None None None None None None None
Coal stove 1 1 1 None 1 1 None None 1 1
Central heat None None None 1 None None None 1 None None
Decoration:
Attractive No Yes No Yes No No None No No No








There are many problems related to finance in the ten selected county
training schools, and among them four stand out and are discussed in this
chapter. First, there is the problem of securing money with iftiich to
purchase library materials from state or county boards of education, and
through money-raising programs in the schools to match county funds or to
provide school library materials entirely. The second problem is concerned
with evaluating the funds which are used for the libraiy in order to see
that the money expended meets the requirements prescribed by regional and
national school library standards. The problem of budgeting is third, and
it concerns itself with long-range systematic planning eind equitable
distribution of ejqpenditures. The matter of keeping financial records and
of making financial reports constitutes the fourth problem.
Sources of Income
State aid.—Since 1935 the State Department of Education in Alabama has
had control of the Minimum Program Fund of education mentioned in Chapter I
of this study. Under this program all state-aid funds for public education
are lumped together and allocations to county and local educational systems
ape made on the basis of the average daily attendance of students in each
system during the previous year, "One half of one per cent of the total
allotment, exclusive of capita}^outlay, may be appropriated for school
t
library books. The apportionment of both state and county fxmds rests
entirely with the local superintendents,"^ This system seems to woik quite
^V, L, Jones., Op. Cit., p, 175.
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unfavorably with Negro schools. Not one of the ten county training schools
included in this study had officially received funds directly through this
system. Seven of the principals expressed ignorance of the provisions of
the Minimum Program Fund. Three principals had been told orally by their
county superintendents that if they raised a given amount of money for the
school library, the county would match such an amount. Three county boards
of education made outright appropriations to the county training schools for
the years 19^8 and 19ii9« Principals records did not show that funds were
obtained under the Minimum Program Fund. It seems that principals of Negro
schools are notified of the amount of money which is available in the county
superintendent's office, and under what conditions this money may be
obtained at the will and convenience of the county superintendent, and this
practice has worked unfavorably toward Negro school libraries. Therefore,
it seems that state legislation should be enacted to provide that state
consultants of school libraries should supervise the allocating of state
library fimds in those cities and counties accepting state-aid.
County boards of education.—^Three county boards of education have made
liberal appropriations of funds to school libraries for the past two years
in three of the ten schools being studied. In 1948 the appropriations were*
Crenshaw County, $364} Lee County, $2^0; and. Pike County, $300, For these
same counties in 1949, the county training school appropidations were: $200}
.$^00} and, $500 respectively. County appropriations to these same schools
in years previous to 1948 were about one-fourth that of the last two years.
The Covington County Board of Education made no outright appropriation to
the county training school, but it matched funds raised by the school for
the library at the ratio of two dollars for one. Two other counties will
‘match funds raised by the school for the library at the ratio of two dollars
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for onej however, the 19li9-5'3 school year is the first term of one and the
second term of the other principal at these schools, and they have not taken
advantage of the county matching funds for their school libraries, Henry
County Training School used no money for its library duidng the two years
covered by this study. At one time this school had a library but the.school
plant was destroyed by fire in 19h7* The county constructed a new concrete-
block building in I9I4.8, but no furnishing nor fixtures were placed in the
building by the county board of education, and all funds that have been
raised by the school have been used to buy desks, chairs, lighting, and
fixtiires for classrooms, IShatever books and materials exist in the principals
office and in the various classrooms were purchased by teachers with their
personal funds. The training schools in Coffee and Russell counties collected
a library fee of ^.00 and |0.50 per student respectively at registration.
The fee is permitted by the county board of education. It can be seen,
therefore, that of the four schools that received money from the county board
of education, one gets these funds on the matching basis, two get full support
from the board of education, and one school supplements the money appropriated
by the county board with mon^r raised in the school. Two other schools may
obtain funds on the matching basis (see Table l5).
Funds raised by schools.—Five schools raised all of the money used for
their libraries, and two raised part of the money used by their school
libraries. These funds were raised (5.) through library fees payable at
registration) (2) by showing motion pictures in the school building at night
and charging a fee at the door; (3)-from class ^ftsj (I4.) through cash gifts
from theeparent-teachers association; and (5) other miscellaneous sources.
Principals are largely responsible for raising funds for the whole school
program, and part of the funds raised are used for the library. In one
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TABLE 15








(D Covington Crenshaw Elmore Geneva Henry
(D
CD Pike Russell
Specific library 1948-49 10.00 W50 TOx) 125s ¥h00 gw.00
budget 1949-50 0.00 200 0.00 250 0.00 0.00 d.QO 5oo 500 0.00
Money used for the 1948-49 0.00 0.00 270 0.00 275 i5o . 0.00-• 0.00 0.00 i5o
school library 1949-50 95^ 0.00 170 0.00 350 86 0.00. 0.00 0.00 175
Funds from county 1948-49 0.00 0.00 180 364 0.00 0.00 0.00 250 300 0.00
board of education 1949-50 0.00 0.00 113.33 200 0.00 0.00 0.00. 500 500 0.00
County board match- 1948-49 2-1 0.00 2-1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OQ
2-1^ing school funds,
ratio
1949-50 2-1 0.00 2-1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
State funds 1948-49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Funds raised by
1949-50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
school 1948-49 0.00 200 90 0.00 275 i5o 0.00 0.00 100 150
1949-50 95 200 56:67 50 350 86. o.od 0.00 0.00 175
Movies 1948-49 95 0.00 5o 0.00 0.00 i5o 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1949-50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Class gifts 1948-49 0.00 0.00 0.00 OiOO 275 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1949-50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 350 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P.T.A? 1948-49 0.00 0.00 20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20 50
1949-50 • 0.00 0.00 6.67 50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 75
TABLE l5, Continued
SOURCES OF MONEY USED FOR LIBRARIES IN THE TEN SELECTED COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS, 19hQ-19SO
Item Year
Barbour Coffee Covington Crenshaw n •S Geneva
CD
a- - Lee Pike Russell
Libraiy fees I9U8-I49 0.00 200^ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.6O 0.00 0.00 I’OO^
191+9-50 0.00 200® 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100<^
Others 19i^8-.ii9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80 0.00
. 191+9-50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 OjOO 0.00
^Funds being raised to pay for a new set of encyclopedias which have been ordered.
^School collects $1 per capita enrollment as libraiy fee.
®Parent-Teachers Association.
bounty board will match school library funds two for one beginning in September, 1950.
®A libraiy fee of $0.50 is charged at registration.
6^
school the senior class of ipit? gave the school library $275 and the class
of 1950 in that same school has given $300 to the library for the purchase
of books. It seems that county boards of education sho\ild assume the
responsibility for giving full and adequate financial support to the county
training school libraries, so that ,principals,, teachers,, and students would
not have to devote their time to raising funds. Such a move wotold give
teacher-librarians more time in which to organize their libraries and would
'1
provide funds with which to purchase materials where-with a school library
program could be effected.
Evaluation of expenditures.—Problem two is concerned with evaluating
the school libraiy expenditures in the ten county training schools to see
if the money expended meets the requirements prescribed by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondaiy Schools and the American Library
Association standards. The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools requires an annual appropriation of $1 per capita for secondary
school libraries in schools having enrollments varying from 100 or less
throu^ 500 students, and 75 cents per capita for enrollments over 500
students (see Appendix C), The America^ Libraiy Association requires an
annual book expenditure of $1,50 per capita for books for the school library,
(see Appendix D), These are quantitative standards suggested for school
libraries which already have a required book stock, Where the book
collection does not meet specified requirements per capita expenditures
should be greater,^ The enrollment in the ten county training schools
selected ranges from 111 to 1*89 students in each school in grades seven
through 12 iriiich are the grades served by the school libraries included in
^American Libraiy Association, School Libraries for Today and Tomorrow,
(Chicago, 191*5) pp. 20-81*. :
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this stu<ty. Therefore, these ten county training school librarieiS can be
measured by the standards listed above. Four schools spent |1 or more per
capita for the school libraiy in 19ii8, and three schools spent $1 or more
per capita for the school library in 19h9* One of these schools, idiich is
accredited by the State of Alabama, spent over $2 per capita for the library
*
#
in both of -the years covered by this stucjy, while one school spent no funds
for its library (see Table l6). By a quantitative measure, then, one of the
schools studied met both the regional and national requirements for school
libraries in 19U8 and in 19i4.9> and four of the ten schools met the regional
requirements in 191*8, and three of the schools met the regional requirements
in 19U9» Six of the schools did not meet the suggested regional standards
for expenditures in 19U8 and seven of the schools did not meet the regional
requirements for school library expenditures in I9I4.9# For the two years
covered by this stuc^ only two of the schools selected were consistent in
spending over the nanimum suggested by the regional and one of these two
schools spent $2,33 per capita in 191*8 and $2.92 per capita in 19l*9> thus
surpassing the minimum requirements suggested by the national library
standards. There is no general trend in school library expenditures in the
ten schools studied. The tendency is for each school to spend whatever funds
it can raise and spare for the school library. This indicates a need for
the county board of education to assume responsibility for full and adequate
support of the county training school libraries. To do this will necessitate
four major steps to be taken by the county board of education: (1) an initial
appropriation of funds which will be large enough to provide an adequate basic
book collection and non-book materials subscription; (2) the provision of
adequate housing for the libraiy; (3) the appropriation of funds with which
modem libraiy equipment and audio-visual materials may be acquired; and.
TABLE 16
AN ESTIMATE OF PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES FOR THE TEN SELECTED
COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL LIBRARIES, 19h8-h9























Barbour 202 a a $ 95 ' ‘ $0.1+7
Coffee 200 $200 $1 200 1
Covington 351 270 0.77 70 0.1+8
Crenshaw 3U3 36I+ 1.06 250 0.73
Elmore U89 275 0,56 350 0.72
Geneva in 150 1.35 86 0.77
Henry 353 a a a . a
Lee 351 250 0.71 500 1.1+2
Pike 171 1+00 2.33 5oo 2.92
Russell 19i+ i5o 0.77 175 0.90
^^Information not available
(i+) the making of annual appropriations sufficiently large at least to meet
the regional standard requirements for secondary school libraries.
Budgeting.—Budgeting constitutes the third major problem in regard
to finance in the ten county training schools included in this study. For
the purchase of books, periodicals, and other printed materials and supplies
for rebinding in an organized library unit in a school with an enrollment
of up to 500 students, the minimum annual budget should be at least |300.^
Special provisions should be made for the replacement of encyclopedias every
^Ibid., p. 23
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five years. Schools having less than five titles per capita in the active
book collection should have a greater book budget, and funds from the book
budget should be staggered so that new materials can be purchased throughout
the school year as the needs of pupils and teachers arise. Furthermore,
adequate funds should be appropriated for the subscription of from five to
twenty-five magazines and a minimum of two newspapers for libraries with
enrollments of 200 to $00 students.! When school librarians know the amount
of funds that will'be allotted to the libraiy annually, they can plan
systematically to maintain and to in^jrove the libraiy holdings and services.
On the other hand, vhen the school library budget is indefinite or when the
amoxint of funds used is dependent upon the amount of funds the school can
raise, not only is it difficult to maintain and improve the school library,
but systematic budgeting and planning and the equitable allocating of funds
are practically impossible. Table 1? shows the distribution of school
library expenditures for books, binding, newspapers, and magazines, and
supplies and equipment for the years 191^8 and 19^49* by percentages by
schools. This table shows that a definite budget must be established for
each school annually if good planning and equitable distribution of expend¬
itures of library funds are to be initiated and maintained.
Financial records.—The fourth major problem concerns the matter of
keeping financial records. In order to observe progress and econony and in
order to supply facts and figures with which to explain library expenditures
and upon which to base requests for budget increases, financial records
should be kept by teacher-librarians. Only two of the school libraries
8-10.
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Op. Git., p.
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TABLE 17
EXPENDITURES FOR BOOKS, BINDING, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, SUPPLIES,





School Year itures Books Binding magazines Equipment'^ •
Barbour I9I48 None None None None None
19k9 1 95 95.0 None 5.0 None
Coffee 19li8 200 76.0 None 9.0 5.0
1949 200 76.0 None 9.0 5.0
Covington 1948 270 100 None None None1949 170 100 None None None
Crenshaw 1948 364 65.0 None 15.0 20.0
1949 2$0 85.0 None 15.0 None
Elmore 1948 275 None None None 100
1949 350 100 None None None
Geneva 1948 l5o 69.6 None 4.4 26.0












Lee 1948 250 88.0 None 8.0 4.0
1949 500 77.8 None .6.2 16.0
Pike 1948 400 100 None a a
1949 500 100 None a a
Russell 1948 i5o 100 None a a
1949 175 100 None a a
^Records for expend!tiires unavailable,
included in this stucfy had kept any financial records separatel7. The
Crenshaw County Training School library has a duplicate of all income and
expenditures for the library listed by source of income and items of expend¬
itures. These records are kept in an official ledger, and a home-made
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file box. The teacher-librarian at Pike County Training School has a set
of financial records also.
Neither of these libraries have standard filing cabinets, and file boxes
are improvised. The principals of the other schools keep financial records
of library ejspenditures, and one school has made no libraiy expenditures.
The two teacher-librarians-who keep records are the only two teacher-
librarians who make monthly eind annual financial reports to principals.
None of;the ‘teacher-librarians make financial reports to county or state
libraiy or educational agencies. There is a great need for the establish¬
ment of a qrstem of keeping financial records ly teacher-librarians in the
ten county training schools included in this stucfy in order to: (1) Set up
good business practices in the libraryj (2) refer to these records when
purchases are to be made and when setting up budgets from year to yearj (3)
be used in making reports to principals; and, (k) be used as bases for
requests for budget increases.
The financial problems related to the county training school libraries
included in this study concern the sources of income, the adequacy of funds,
the systematic planning and equitable distribution of funds, and the keeping
of meaningful financial records. These problems can be best resolved, it
seems, by the county assuming full and adequate support of the school
libraries, thus giving space, materials, equipment, and time with which
teacher-librarians, students, and school faculties can cooperate in establish¬
ing, maintaining, and improving libraiy service and facilities in these
selected county training schools in southeastern Alabama.
CHAPTER V
ORGANIZATION AND USE OF LIBRART MATERLALS IN THE TEN
SELECTED COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS
In addition to describing the organization of the library materials and
records kept in,thfe ten selected county training schools, this chapter pre¬
sents an analysis ^of the use of the libraries and the library materials in
the light of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
library standards, and in regard to scheduled pupil attendance, estimated
circulation of library books, pupil motivation and stimulation through
special library activities, and the reading guidance program is also
examined.
Organization of the Book Collection
In order that the school library book collection may sejrve to its
fullest capacity it must be so organised that each book can be readily
accovmted for and that the contents of the books can be fairly easily known.
Certain practices and techniques have been tried over a period of years
and found to be satisfactory; it is recommended that these procedures be
followed in organizing all school libraries so that students, having
learned to use the school library will feel at home in any library.^
Therefore, a classification scheme, a record of the books owned, and a card
lending system are essential for school libraries. The Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools' standards for school libraries prescribe
that school library organization should include an accession record, or
shelf-list, a card catalog, and a loan ^stem.^ No matter what system of
%ary P. Dou^as, The Teacher-Librarian's Handbook. (Chicago, 19li9), p. 23
^Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary School% Op.Cit., p. 10.
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organization of materials is used, it should not only be sufficiently clear
and adequate to meet the present needs of the pupils in that particular
school library situation, but it should also be sufficiently uniform with
other approved organizational systems so that students transferring from it
to another school library situation coulji easily find the materials they
might need,^ The important questions to be answered in this section, then,
are: Ylhat classification systems are used by the ten school libraries
investigated and to what extent are they used? Are card catalogs, accessions
records, and shelf-lists provided in these libraid.es and are these tools
kept up-to-date? And finally, to what extent do unorganized classroom
collections of books exist and what relation do these collections have to
the main school library collection?
From Table 18 it can be seen that the Dewey Decimal Classification
System is used in six school libraries for the organization of materials,
while the book collections in four school libraries are either unorganized
or non-existent. T/llhile three of the six school libraries use an extreme
modification of the Dewey Decimal Classification—using only general
classification numbers such as science 500, mathematics 5l0, astronomy 520,
and physics 530—three of the co\mty training schools in Coffee, Lee, and
Pike counties, use a closer classification such as plysics 530 and magnetism
538; even though the use of general classification numbers might be
siifficient for the small collections held by-the three school libraries
indicated, it fails to allow for library growth and expansion, neither does
it prepare the pupils to feel at home in a more closely classified book
collection; on the other hand, the closer classification used in the school
^Lucile F. Fargo, The Library in the School. (Chicago, 1939), p. 357.
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TABLE 18
ORG/HttZATION OF LIBRAIff MATERIALS IN THE TEN














Barbour None None None None None
Coffee Dewey^ Yes - ' Yes Yes 3
Covington Dewey None Yes Yes None
Crenshaw Dewey Yes Yes Yes None
ELmore Dewey None Yes Yes None
Geneva None None None None None
Henry None None None None 3
Lee Dewey Yes None Yes 5
Pike Dewey None Yes Yes None
Russell None None None None None
®^Dewey Decimal Glassification System,
libraries in the latter named three counties is advisable and adequate.^
Card catalogs exist in three of the school libraries, and only one of
these is kept up-to-date. The Crenshaw County Training School has only
113 titles, relatively new, and well cataloged. The other persons in charge
of school libraries use the shelf-list instead of a card catalog. ' However,
pupils do not have access to the shelf-list in any of the school libraries
examined, and this lack of an available organized index to the book
^bid., p. 3?9
7h
collection not only reduces the.ease with which book content may be readily
known, but also deprives the pupils of valixable learning experiences in the
proper use of a standard library tool.
While the book collections of five of the libraries are recorded in
accession records, only one of these records is up-to-date. In the other
libraries lost books and books which have been weeded out of thd collection
have not been removed from the shelf-lists, and in two libraries books
purchased in 19ii9 have not been entered. Only the Crenshaw County Training
School has taken an inventory of its collection since 19ii8» Teacher-
librarians account for this fact by saying that no one had asked them to
take an inventory, th^ did not want their principals to know how many books
they had weeded out of the collection, and that they did not have time to
keep their accession records up-to-date. Even though their arguments mey
sound logical, it seems that if accession records are going to be kept, they
should be kept up-to-date.
All of the school libraries that are organised have shelf-lists which
are up-to-date, and to which teacher-librardans refer for information on
all questions pertaining to classification of books and library holdings.
These shelf-lists are also used instead of accession records for inventories,
historical records, cost^ sources, and date of purchase,^ and substituting
the shelf-list for the accession record is permitted by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary School fstandards for school libraries.2
Three schools have iinorganized classroom collections which are very small
and are not related to the administration of the central library.
^Ibid., p. 371.
2Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Op. Cit., p. 8-10.
Records and reports.—Records are important in the efficient operation
of any organization, in the school library certain records can be very
helpful to the teacher-librarian in building a library collection and
library program which will meet both curricula needs and pupil interests.
Records of borrowers might include the pupil's name, address, classification
reading interests and ability,.hobbies, case history, class and activity
schedule and the like. Such information might aid teacher-librarians in
-selecting recreational reading materials,' in counseling with pupils, in
publicizing the school library program, and in helping research persons and
agencies. Only two of the ten selected county training schools have any
type of borrowers records. Circulation records are not easily kept in
school libraries where books are arranged on open shelves, where each pupil
selects and uses his own books, and where the teacher-librarian has a
multitude of other duties to perform; however, records of books taken.out of
the library might easily be kept by the teacher-libraiian and his student
assistants. These records, in addition to aiding researchers, may give the
teacher-librarian some insight into the recreational books that are used and
may show M.m certain subject areas or types of books needing emphasis, and
hei may include in his reports to the principal suggestions based upon his
interpretations of circulation records. Circulation records are kept in
only one of the school libraries included in this study, and these records
were not well organized, just circulation slips for a period of three months
(see Table 19).
A record of acti'vities conducted in and by the school libraiy personnel
might show the varied contributions the library makes to the total school
program and may very well serve as a basis for requests for increased
library appropriations as well as a guide to prevent frequent duplication
TABLE 19
{
RECORDS AND REPORTS MADE IN SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN THE TEN SELECTED COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS IN
19U8 - 19k9 ' ■





































Barbour None None None None None None None None None None
Coffee Yes®* None None None None None None None None None
Covington None Yes^ None None None None None None None None
Crenshaw None None None None Yes None
^
None Yes Yes None
Elmore None None None Yes Yes None None None None None
Geneva None None None None None None None None None None
Henry None None , None None None None None None None None
Lee None None None None Yes None None Yes Yes None
Pike Yes None' None c c Yes None None None None
Russell None*^ None ^ None Yes Yes None None None Yes None
^Registration, cards nidth name and homeroom
^Partial circulation records are kept
^PrincipaO. keeps all recordsj library has no duplicates
Registration cards in principal’s office bearing, name, address, age, sex, and grade
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of activities. None of the persons in charge of the ten school libraries
studied indicated that they had given much thought to keeping records of
their library activities. However, the teacher-librarian should keep full
financial records of all funds received and expended if he erq)ects to request
more funds. He should be able to tell at any moment approximately how
accounts stand and he should be able to check his financial records in order
to determine yearly distributions of expenditures.^ In the school libraries
included in this study, only two persons in charge of libraries kept records
of expenditures made for the school library (see Table 19)•
Reports to principals might include '♦simple statistical compilations
covering such items as inventory, acquisitions, circulation figures, at¬
tendance totals, reference questions answered, and the number of groups
using the roomj^ they also might include descriptive narrative summaries of
all activities and events participated, in by the library and the library
personnel,3 The latter type report is much more interesting and perhaps
more informational than cold factual statistics. Every person in charge of
a school library should make periodic reports to the principal on the
problem of the library, and should make a detailed annual report of the
accoii5)lishments and needs of the library.^ Financial reports are made by
^Lucile F, Fargo, Op. Git., p. 329.
?Ibid., p. Ili9.
%ary P. Dou^as, Op, Git., pp. l5l-l51i.
\bid.
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three persons in charge of libraries included in this stuc^5»", one person
makes monthly reports of library activities, and no persons make annual
reports of the accomplishments and needs of the school library (see Table
19). Therefore, one can only conclude that inadequate records are kept in
the ten selected county training school^' libraries, and that insufficient
reports of the accomplishments and needs of the schbol libraries are made.
Attendance and Circulation
According to Miss Fargo, cited elsewhere in this study.
The method of programing library attendance in any particular
school is an index to the theory of library service held by those
responsible, modified only by adequacy of housing and equipment.
Conversely, knowing the theory of library service, we may jud^
what will be the prevailing temper of arrangements for library
use. That conception of the library which limits its function
to the storage, care, and circulation of books exhibits itself in
restricted attendance, the idea that the chief responsibility of
the library is to make available the collateral reading and
reference aids listed in teachers' bibliographies leads to
limitation by mesms of teachers' permits; the notion that the
library is a literary laboratory chiefly concerned with the
enrichment of the reading curriculum leads to scheduling by
reading or literature classes,!
Miss Fargo goes on to say that any well-planned program provides for free
reading, assigned reading, circulation of books, library instmiction, pupil
accounting, universal access without overcrowding, attendance before and
after school and during lunch hovirs, and the technical work and occasional
relaxation of the person in charge of the library, but the use of the
library as a stucfy. hall is| not, favorably looked upon.‘
The only reference to attendance in the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secon^ry Schools standards is that "the room should always be accessible
^Lucile F. Fargo, Op. Git., p, 393.
2lbid,
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to pupils under superviaon throughout the day."^ The in^jortant factor to
be obseirved in this section is whether library attendance is so scheduled
in the ten selected county training schools that each pupil has ample time
to use the library and that he has easy access to it.
All ten of the libraries are scheduled to open by 8:15 in the mornings,
and all except four of them remain open through lunch until classes are out.
In only one case does one of the ten school libraries open as much as thirty
minutes before classes begin. This library is not organized and only refer¬
ence materials in it are used (see Table 20). Since school buses arrive
from 0 to l5 minutes before classes begin the fact that the libraries are
not open might not be very important, for most of the pupils are trauisported
to school by buses. Table 20 also shows that pupils in five of the schools
have five free periods a week in udiich they may use the library and no
assigned periods to the library; however, it was impossible to determine or
estimate with any kind of accuracy the number of pupils in these five schools
who actually use the library each week. The number, when viewed from the
size of the enrollments of the various schools, is relatively small; this
assunqjtion is based on the fact that classes are held in these library-
classrooms during each period of the school day, thus allowing little space
for pupils T/dio are not members of one of the classes held in the library-
classrooms. Pupils in two other schools have three or more free periods in
which to use the library, on the other hand pupils in two of the schools
have no free reading periods, and pupils in one school are assigned to the
library two periods each week to participate in any library activities
^Mary P. Dou^as, Op. Git., p. 15.
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TABLE 20












Number of assigned periods
a week for each pupil
Average number of
pupils actually
using the libraryLibrary activi¬
ties Stucfy hall Daily Weekly
Barbour 8:00 Open 3:00 5 a a a a
Coffee 8:00 Closed 3:00 5 None None b b
Covington 8:15 Closed 2:50 5 None None b b
Crenshaw 8:00 Closed 2:40 None 2 3 90 450
Elmore 8:00 Open 3:00 4 None 5° 29 145
Geneva 8:15 Closed 2:50 5 None None a a
Henry 7j30 Open 3:00 a None None a a
Lee 8:00 Open 2:45 5 None None b b
Pike 7:45 Open 3:30 None None 5 200 1,000
Russell 8:00 Open 3:00 3 None 5^^ 50 250
library not organized and has no one to keep records of persons using reference tools,
information unavailable.
°0nly 7th and 8th grades are assigned to the libraiy.
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which may interest them. Only four of the libraries are used as stucfy halls,
and two of these are used by homeroom classes (see Table 20).
Since records of library attendance are not kept, and since circulation
records are kept in only one library, the figures representing the average
number of pupils actually using the library are estimates made by the persons
in charge of the four libraries, and these figures include those pupils
using library books during study hall periods. It seems from Table 20 that
even though the school libraries in the ten county training schools are
kept open during the entire school day, and even though a majority of the
schools provide each pupil with at least three periods in which he may use
the library, pupils have poor access to the library because of overcrowded
conditions due to the use of the library for classroom instruction and for
study hall} because of poor attendance records or the absence of such records
it is impossible to determine the number of pupils and teachers who actually
use the library.
Loan ^sterns
In order to keep track of books which have been borrowed ly individuals
a system for charging or lending books is set up. The simpler the system
of borrowing books is the easier it is to keep records of books borrowed
and the more apt are pupils to borrow books,1 The purpose of this section
is to examine the loan system of the ten selected county training school
libraries and see if books can be drawn with facility and if records can be
kept of the books borrowed, for a loan system is one of the requirements of
the southern regional accrediting agency.
^ary P, Dou^as, Op, Git., p. 213,
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Only six of the lib?*aries are organized, and these six libraid.es have
simplified loan systems. Each book has a book card in the book pocket and
a date-due slip inside of the back cover and on the opposite fly leaf
respectively. The borrower signs his name and homeroom on the book card,
and the teacher-librarians or student assistants stamp both the book card
and the date-due slip in the book with the date on which the book is to be
returned to the library. Books may be returned before the date on which
they are due but a fine is supposed to be charged for books kept after the
"date-due," however, none of these six teacher-librarians have collected
any fines for books kept aifter the "date-due." Book cards for one day are
dropped in a box on the teacher-librarian's desk, and are sorted and filed
alphabetically by author when the teacher-librarian has time and "feels
like" filing them. Books are often returned before the teacher-librarian
"gets around" to sorting and filing cards, and at such times the books are
piled up on the teacher-librarian's desk until such time as he can put
the cards in them and place them on the shelves.
If teacher-librarians had more time in which to perform library functions
both pupil reading records and circulation records could be easily made
from the information contained on each book card. A file of pupils arranged
alphabetically could be kept at hand and while the cards are being sorted
and circTolation is being counted and recorded for each week, pupil reading
records could be kept up-to-date. However, none of the teacher-librarians
included in this study seem to have time to keep records, and it is for
this reason that the circulation figures on Table 21 are estimates based on
the book cards found on the desks of teacher-librarians and on teacher-
librarian's estimates from general observation. It can be seen, then, that
even though six of the ten selected county training school libraries have
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TABLE 21












fiction Fiction Pupils Teachers Others
Barbour No None None None None None None None None None
Coffee
, Yes None 1 lli 100 92 8 32 None None
Covington Yes None $ lU • 50 "50 Nbhe lOr' None None
Crenshaw Yes None 7 10 10 None 5 None None
Elmore Yes None 7 lU 25 23 2 20 None None
Geneva No None None None None None None None None None
Henry No None None None None None None None None None
Lee Yes None 7 7 i|.00 150 250 50 2 200^
Pike Yes None 3 Ik 260 no 5o 95 7 None
Russell No None None None None None None None None None
®Lee County Training School library serves the
200 community persons each month.
community, and the librarian estimates that she serves
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adequate lending systems, these systems are not utilized to the fullest
extent, and no adequate records are kept of either circulation or pupil
reading.
Pupil Motivation and Stimulation
Provision should be made for pupils to have instruction in the proper
use of library materials either through classroom lectures and instruction
or some other method. The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools prescribes twelve topics which such instructions shoxild cover.
These topics are:
1. Introduction to the library, arrangement, library citizenship,
libraiy loan procedures
2. Parts of books
3. Classification of books
U. Use of the card catalog
Dictionary
6. Encyclopedia
7. Yearbooks and Almanacs
8. Periodicals and periodical indexes
9. Atlases, gazetteer^ and use of maps
10. Special reference books and indexes, of biograpl^, social
studies, languages, literature, and science
11. Audio-visual materials
12. Recreational reading materials and helps for personal selection
While some of the topics can be covered by classroom lectures, others can
best be covered by a combination of lectures and library problems auid still
others may be covered through some special libraiy activity. The purpose
of this section is to see what has been done in the form of lectures,
assembly programs, book reviews, individual assistance, class projects,
libraiy tours, displays, biilletin boards, plays, library clubs, and other
functions, by persons in charge of the ten selected county training school
libraries and the teachers.
^Ibld., p. Ih.
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The persons in charge of the libraries have given lectures, assembly
programs, and individual assistance to pupils in an effort to inform them
of the school libraries and to stimulate them to use these libraries. The
greatest number of lectures given in one year by one school teacher-
librarian was four and the least number of lectures given vras two, and
the average number of lectures given by persons in charge of libraries is
,3«75 lectures. Pupils in two schools received no lectures on the use of
the' library. Chapel programs consisted of skits and plays demonstrating
library usage, talks, and lectures on some phase of the proper use of
books and libraries. Ten teachers lectured on how to use the libraryj
four teachers brought classes to the library for a demonstration on the
proper use of libraiy tools; twenty-nine teachers made library assignments
for class projects (see Table 22). While classes in five schools were
aided with projects only one class project was displayed in a library. Five
of the six school libraries sponsoring chapel programs included at least
one play. Seven teacher-librarlsins reported special bulletin board displays
used ranging in number from two to 17. Three teacher-librarians have
library clubs composed of students selected by the teacher-librarians from
grades ten through 12j however, since there is such little time in which
to work with members of the library clubs, few activities have been
carried on through them. Only one library sponsors book reviews. Social
functions and other special activities have been sponsored as means of
raising funds for the school and library, and for stimulation of persons
to use the library (see Table 23). It can be observed that even thou^ the
twelve topics suggested by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools have not been covered in the classrooms of the ten
selected county training schools, they perhaps, have been covered in most
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TABLE 22
PUFIL MOTIVATION AND STIMULATION TO USE THE SCHOOL LIBRARY IN THE TEN SELECTED
COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS, 19li8 - 19ll9





























Barbour None None None None None None None None None
Coffee h 1 None ,Yes a k 1 h None
Covington 3 5 None Yes 2b 1 2 6 None
Crenshaw U 1 None Yes None 1 1 5 None
Elmore 2 3 None Yes None 2 None U None
Geneva 3 None None None None None None 3 None
Henry None® None® None® None® None® None® None® None® None*
Lee 3 6 None Yes d 2 None h None
pike h 5 None Yes None None None 1 None
Russell k None None Yes None None None 2 None
^Float at Homecoming
^Films
cLibrary not an integral part of school program
dBulletin boards
TABLE 23































Barbour None*^ None None Ijone None None None None None None
Coffee 2 1 1 2 1 Yes 2 6 None None
Covington 2 None 3 2 1 None None 3 None
Crenshaw None None 1 6 2 None None None None None
Elmore 3 None 2 k None Yes 1 None None None
Geneva None None None None None None None None None None
Henry None None None None None None None None None None
Lee None None 3 17 1 Yes None 1 1 1°
Pike 2 None 3 7 1 None None None None id
Russell 1 None None 3 None None None None None None
library not an integral part of the school program
^County teachers' meeting held in the library
°Lee County Training School library has some ten articles in the local Aubiom, Alabama newspapers,
and sponsored ten book reviews,
^Display of books by Negroes on Negro History Week
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of the schools by teacher-librarians and teachers through projects and
various special activities. Time, space, and finance are important
factors in the motivation and stimulation of pupils to use the library,
Reading Guidance
Scientific reading studies have proved that there is an intimate relation¬
ship existing between reading ability and the learning process, and because
of the methods used in the investigations, educators are to a far greater
extent equipped to grapple with the situations they reveal. Reading tests
point up reading ability and help isolate reading difficulties.^ Since the
librarian is interested in the reading of each pupil and in carrying out
the reading program of the school, this section was inserted to find out
what reading guidance programs exist in the ten selected county training
schools, and the relation of the teacher-librarian to such reading programs.
Table 2h describes the reading guidance programs in the ten selected
schools. One school has a formal reading guidance program which is super¬
vised by four persons. The male and female coaches and the male science
teacher and the female mathematics teacher. Guidance in this school
consists of having the most obviously handicapped pupils read three or four
paragraphs twice each week under supejrvision. No other special efforts are
made to aid the pupils, and, according to the principal, such little progress
has been observed that ^he plans to discontinue the program. Four other
schools have informal reading programs with each teacher responsible for
teaching reading. Scientific reading tests have been given in only one
Lucile F. Fargo, Op. Git., pp, Ii6-it7.
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TABLE 2k
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE READING GUIDANCE PROGRAM BY SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN THE TEN SELECTED

























Barbour None None None None None None Low^ None
Coffee None Yes-| Yes • None None None Low None
Covington None None None None None None Low None
Crenshaw None None None None None None Low None
Elmore Yes None None None b None Low None
Geneva None Yes Yes None None None Low None
Lee None None None None None None I*ow None
Pike None Yes Yes None None c Low None
Russell None Yes Yes None None None Low None
^Estimated general reading level is about 0th or 6th grade
^^more County Training School uses both male and female athletic coaches, the male science teacher
and the female mathematics as reading guidance personnel.
^The Gray's Oral Reading Tests were given in December, 191+9•
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school, and no use has been made of the results. Principals report that
the reading level of the pupils is poor. From grades seven throu^ eight
the reading level lags about three gradesj it lags about four grades for
pupils in grades nine through lOj suid it lags from five to six grades for
those pupils in grades 11 and 12, The teacher-librarians have no special
duties to perform in reading guidance in the various schools. It can be
seen, then, that even thou^ reading is in^jortant in developing critical
thinking habits and in expediting the learning process, and even though
there is a great need for reading guidance in the various schools because
of the very low reading level, not one of the ten selected county training
schools has an adequate reading guidance program, and no plans for acquiring
and employing specially trained personnel nor special equipment and tests
to improve reading conditions are made.
Summary
This chapter has described the organization and records kept in the ten
selected county training schools and it has analyzed the use of the libraries
and library materials in the light of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools standards and in regard to scheduled pupil attendance,
estimated circulation of library books, pupil motivation and stimulation
through special library activities, and the reading guidance program has
been observed. It was found that only six of the ten school libraries are
organized, and only one-half of these have card catalogs; five have
accession records, generally not up-to-date, and all six of the organized
libraries have up-to-date shelf-lists. The Dewey Decimal Classification
System is used but only three schools provide classification that is
considered adequately specialized, and thei^ are three Schools with un-
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unorganized classroom collections which are not related to the central
collection. Even though records and reports are necessary for the business¬
like operation of the library, and even though they are very necessary as
a basis on which to make requests for increased library support in annual
reviews to principals, the records kept in the ten county training school
libraries are inadequate and insufficient. In regard to circulation it
seems that even though libraries are open throu^out the school day, and
pupils are allowed adequate time to attend the library attendance is poor
because of overcrowded conditions resulting from the library being used as
a classroom or stu(ty hall ^1 day, and no records of attendance records are
kept. Four libraries have no loan system, and the loan i^stems of the other
six libraries are not utilized to their fvillest extent and no circulation
nor reading records are kept, Pupil motivation and stimulation in the use
of the library is important, and pupils should have at least twelve lessons
on libraries and library materials and how to use them. Even though nine
lectures constitute the greatest number given to pupils in one school in
one year, most of the twelve topics suggested by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools havb been covered by lectures, talks,
assembly programs, class projects, and special activities sponsored ty
teachers and teacher-librarians.
It was found that even though reading is in^jortant in developing critical
thinking habits and in e:!q5editing the learning process and even though the
reading level is very low among the pupils in the ten schools studied, no
adequate reading guidance program is in operation in any of the schools,




This stucfy has sought to describe the existing library facilities and
services in ten selected county training schools in Alabama, and to evaluate
these library facilities and services in the light of the curricula and extra¬
curricula needs of the teachers and pupils and by regional and national
standards.
Findings
From this stuc^ it can be seen that southeastern Alabama is an agri-
c\iltural area with a temperate climate and a iddgy loamy soil. Over two-
thirds of the population of the ten selected counties is rural, and these
counties have a very large population of Negroes; Negroes make up a majority
of the population in three covinties. The median school years completed is
6.1 for the total population, and counties having the greatest proportion
of Negroes have the lowest median school years completed. Ihile Negroes
make up some 38«.8 per cent of the popiilation, and occupy approximately 3$
per cent of the homes in these ten counties, they own only 22.k per cent of
these homes and 77»6 per cent are tenants; county training schools are
usually placed near urban areas which are very densely populated by Negroes,
Tfllhile the administration of public secondary schools is left largely to the
various county boards of education, the state gives some financial and
advisory aid, and through a matching system, some principals are able to
supplement their school library funds.
In regard to the programs of the ten schools, it was found that most of
them included grades one through 12 and that the library served only grades
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seven through 12, The aims and objectives of the schools grew out of the
philosophies of the schools (copies of school philosophies iwill be found in
Appendix B), The major aims were to prepare students to live in a
democracy, to prepare students to adapt themselves to society, and to prepare
students to earn a living and to in^jrove the communities in which they live.
Thirty-seven courses were offered by the ten schools, and the textbook
method of teaching was predominate. There were approximately 30 students
per teacher, including teacher-librarians, to be tau^t approximately six
periods a day. Most of the teachers hold bachelor's degrees and class "B"
teaching certificates. Most of the schools have combination classroom-
libraries which are supervised by a teacher-librarian who has at least
eight quarter hours of professional library training. However, all of the
persons in charge of the school libraries in this study have too many
responsibilities outside the library, and as a result they have been unable
to develop a library program which is an integral part of the school.
Tfiihen measured by regional and national school library stsmdards, the
book collection in each of the ten selected county training schools is
inadequate, for while the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondaiy
Schools standards for school libraries prescribe at least five-well chosen
titles for each student, the book titles per student in the ten school
libraries studied range from 0.08 to 1;.63. The national requirements are
higher. Analysis of the quantity and recenty of titles held by the school
libraries in four broad subject areas and in general reference shows that
the collections are inadequate for curricula needs. Only three of the ten
libraries had purchased ar^r fiction for recreational reading since 19U0,
and in general the recreational reading materials were inadequate to meet
student interest (see Table 20, page 80), Recommended book selection aids
9h
are used for selecting books, and some system of ordering books exists.
Five school libraries subscribe to at least one newspaper, but only three
subscribe to periodicals, and both newspaper and periodical subscriptions
are below regional standards.
Library housing is inadequate when measured by regional and national
standards and by the needs of the pupil. Both library equipment and audio¬
visual materials are very inadequate; however, plans are underway whereby
the book collections, housing, eind library equipment will be inproved (see
Table 25).
In regard to library finance it was found that only two schools met the
minimum standards required for library expenditures for the two years I9U8-
I9ii9. While county boards of education fully supported three school
libraries, most of the schools raised funds for the support of their
libraries. It was found that county boards of education will match funds
raised for the school libraries—two dollars for one dollar in three
counties; however, only one school had taken advantage of the matching
fund offer. In general school library funds are inadequate, there is no
planned budget and funds are poorly distributed, and no meaningful financial
records are kept.
In considering the organization, records, and use of the school library
material in the ten selected schools, it was found that only six of the
libraries were organized and that only one-half of these had card catalogs.
Five have accession records which are generally not up-to-date; yet all
six of the organized libraries have up-to-date shelf-lists. Records are
necessary, but invariably meaningful records are not kept, neither are
written reports of library activities made. Students generally are not
assigned to the library but are ^ven about five class periods each week in
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TABLE 25
SUMMARY OF SPECIAL CHARAGTERLSTICS OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN THE TEN SELECTED































































































SUMMARY OF SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN THE TEN SELECTED














































































which to visit the libraiyj however, attendance in the libraid.es is poor,
and overcrowded conditions resiilting from the use of the library throughout
the day for classroom instruction and for class study hall coupled with the
lack of a stimulating library program seem to be the reasons for this poor
attendance. It was found also that persons in charge of libraries teach
classes from two to seven periods each d^y and very little time is provided
for building library programs and keeping records. Most of the students
have had instruction on the use of books and libraries. Chapter V showed
that the general reading level of the students in the ten selected county
training schools is low; however, there seem to be no special efforts being
made to improve the pupils' reading levels. This is due largely to a lack
of adequate trained personnel, adequate classroom space for special
instructions, lack of suitable materials and modem instructional aids, such
as slides,films, recordings, pictures, and ephemereal materials—all of
which might be obtained if school library budgets were sure and adequate.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Certain recommendations have grown out of this stuc^,
1, The various school communities should be surveyed and the
philosophies, aims, and objectives of the schools should be re¬
examined and adjusted to meet the growing needs of the people
in the community,
2. The various counties should assume full responsibility for the '
school libraries and provide adequate housing, and equipment,
personnel, and finance with which a cdLlection of library
materials may be acquired and organized to meet the needs of the
curricula and the pupils.
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3. Immediate in^rovements can be made upon the rooms in which most of
the book collections are kept ty redecorating and repainting them
with lighter colors.
li. Persons in charge of libraries might be able to improve their
library facilities and services by keeping meaningfvil library
records and by making periodic and annual reports of the school
library's activities and its needs.
5. Further research might be made covering the relative success of
the graduates of these ten schools who entered college as measured
against graduates of schools having more adequate library facilities
and services for the past five years. Such a stucfy may show the
effect of the library on the college attainments of the students.
6. A coirparative study of the library facilities and services in white
public high schools in these same ten counties might be made. Such
a study might show the relative equality of the school library
facilities and seandces for Negro students and white students, and
may well serve as a basis for demanding equalization of such library
facilities and services.
7. A similar study may be made of these ten schools in five or ten years
in order to measure improvements in the library facilities and
services in them,
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APPENDIi A
QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN CCSLLECTING DATA FROM THE TEN SELECTED
COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOLS
Schools
(Information to be obtained from Principals)
Name of School
Grades included ' throu^
Submit list of objectives and philosophy of school.
Submit list of courses offered.
List any special characteristics of the curricultim.
Does the textbook method of teaching predominate?
Yes No
Comment:
Is the school considered traditional or progressive?
Comment:
How many school sessions are held per day?
IKhat time do classes begin?
Number of recesses per day?




Submit list of subjects and grades taught by each.
Number of pupils: Total Boys Girls
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Comment on home background of pupils:
Comment on Vocational background of pupils:
Comment on economic background of pupils:
Comment on cultural background of pupils:
lillhat percentage of pupils sure transported by bus?
How long before classes begin do the buses usually arrive?
How long do buses usually remain at school after classes are over for the
day? ’
Is school located in an urban area?
Yes ‘Ho
liihat is the approximate popiiLation?
List the leading industries in this area:
Is there a public library in the area?
Yes ilo
Can Negroes use the public library?
Yes No
What arrangements are made for the use of the public library by Negroes?
What is the general reading level of the community?
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LIBRAET STAFF
(This information to be collected from Librarians)
Name of person responsible for library
What is status of person in charge of library '
What is rank of person in charge of library
_____________________________
What college degrees are held by person in charge of library
What library degrees are held by person in charge of library
Name of Library School
Semesters or hours of training person in charge has had in library service
If no library degree is held, give names of courses taken;
What certificate does the librarian hold?
What is the librarian's teaching experience?
What subjects had the librarian taught;
List;
Types of schools in vMch librarian has taught;
List:
To what extent does the librarian participate in curriculum making?
Does the librarian have a homeroom?
Yes No
List other school responsibilities of the librarian;
Indicate whether the person in charge of library;
Yes No
1. Organizes and manages library
2. Directs library policy
3. Supervises library at all times '
Ir. Plans library budget
5. Directs spending of library budget ' ——
6. Discusses library plans and problems
with principal several times per year
7. Does all of cataloging of books and
other materials
___________
8. Does all classifying of books smd
other materials
_____________
9. Does all mending of books10.Does all marking of books
___________
List hours provided for librarian to do technical library work:
Check following activities of the librarian:
Frequently Ocassionally Seldom
Attends general faculty meetings
Attends departmental faculty meetings
Confers with teachers as to their
programs
STUDENT ASSISTANTS
Number of student assistants
Classification of student assistants
Range of hours given to library work per week per student
Nature of library work done by student assistants:




Are student assistants paid?
Yes
lhat is the rate of pay? .
If not paid, what if any, reward '
OTHER LIBRARY STAFF





Average hours per week by each
Gleriballwobkers: ■
Number
Average hours per week by each
BOOK COLLECTION
Number of books in central school library
Number of titles in library
Number of titles before 1940
Number of titles llumber of titles
Dewey classi- Vol- published before published after


























Short Story Collection xxxx XXXX
What was date of inventory on which figures were based?
Check following for years 19ii8-19i;9
Number titles added
Number replacements
Number duplicate copies of new titles added
Number books missing or lost from library
What is the book selection policy
Rank in order of frequenty of use for selecting books:
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
Booklist
Teacher selection lists






Who is responsible for selecting the books?*
From what other sources are books obtained for use in librayy
To what extent do students participate in selectinjg books for library?
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PERTODIGALS
How many magazines does the library subscribe to in 19^9-50 _____________
List them:
List the magazines which the library receives regularly as gifts, 19^9-50
List the newspapers this library subscribes to in 19^9-50:
Local daily Local weekly Out of town, daily Out of town, weekly
List the newspapers which the library receives regularly as a gift:
How many pamphlets are there in the library?
Number of pamphlets added during school term, 19U9-50
The average number of pangjhlets added per month
List the sources of pamphlets;
To what extdnt does library receive free pan^jhlet materials?
AULIO-VISGAL MATERIALS AND EQUIHffiNT
What audio-visual materials are in the school?
Maps Globes Charts Diagrams Pictures
Drawings Scrapbooks Clipping files Ohters
Who has charge of them?
Who selects such materials?
Who orders such matei*ials?
Comment on the strength of the audio-visual prograk,
AUDIO-VISUAL EiyjIPMENT










Mounting paper and materials
Scrapbook materials
Others
What additional audio-visual equipment is needed?
UBRART QUARTERS
Where is the library located?
Separate building
One centrally located room in main building
In corner of one classroom




What is the size of the library?
Shelving capacity
Seating capacity
Approximately floor space _
Conference rooms









Number of drawers each ~
Work space for librarian '
Typewriters
Counters for charging
How many windows are there in the library?









How many entrances are there?









How is library lighted?
Direct electric lifting





___________________ Number bulbs out
Who is responsible for lighting




Gas stoves • .: ; Number
Central heating plant
Who is responsible for heating?
Is heating adequate?
What decorations adorn the libraiy?






Is there a school libraiy budget?
Who makes up the libraiy budget?
What was the budget for the school
libraiy for the year 1948-49?
What is the budget for the school libraiy
for the year 1949-50?
What percentage of this budget is spent for the items listed below*
Books









How much school funds are used for the library 191^9-50? 1948-49?
How much is this per pupil 1949-SO?
____________________ 1948-49? _________
How much money is raised in school for the library 1949-50? 1948-49?
How much money is received from fines 1949-50?
__________ 1948-49?
List other sources of income:
Is the present budget adequate? _______________________________________
How does it limit the services?
Comment:
STATE AID





Number of visits from state consultant 1949-50? 1948-49?
111/hat does consultant do on her visits?
Comment:'
ORGANIZATION OF MATERIALS
Hy what classification scheme is the library arranged?
To what extent is this classification scheme used?
Has the library a card catalog?
Standard catalog drawers? Improvised drawers?
How is it maintained:
a. Alphebetically with duplicate cards for:
1. author 2. title 3. subject
Is descidptive cataloging done?
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Are aT 1 library materials accessioned and cataloged ty the person in charge
of the library?
Is card catalog kept in order?
Is shelf list provided?
Is it kept up to date?
For what is shelf list used? -
How often are inventories taken?
Is accession record provided?
How often is the library weeded?
Are new books entered?
Are ary parts of discarded books kept? stories
pictures and paintings
Are discarded books taken off accession list?
Are lost books taken off accession list?
How long must a book be missing before it is taken off accession list?
Are accession numbers of books taken off accession record used again?
What is the loan 8ystem?_^
Who can borrow books?
What identification is necessary? ^
For how long are books loandd? .
Are over-due notices sent?
llifho sends over-due notices?
How are over-due notices sent?
When are over-due notices sent? •
How many over-due notices are sent?
What is the penalty on over-due books?
How are fines collected?
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Are materials other than books charged out?
_______________________
Cdmment t












llJhat reports does the librarian make
Written monthly report to principal
Written annual report to principal
on status and needs of library
Written report to principal on
accomplishments and services of
library
Written report to county library agency
Written report to state library agency
Are financial records kept by the librarian
Are income records and expenditure records k^t separately
Are financial records in detail as to:
INCOME
fines? funds from school?
raised by library? funds from county?





Are financial reports made to the principal?
How frequently are such financial reports made? ______________
Are financial reports made to any other person or agency?
List such reports;
LIBRAKf USE
What is the library schedule ___________________________
Opening hours in the morning .
Hours closed during the day
Hours of re-opening during the day
Closing hour for the day
________________________
Is the library open at night, on Saturday's and holidays;
Hours the library is open to pupils at night
Hours the library is open to pupils on Saturdays
Hours the library is open to pupils on holidays
Who is in charge of the library during such times
USE OF LIBRARIES BY PUPILS
How is pupil attendance scheduled?
How many free periods per pupil are provided per week?
How many assigned periods per pupil are provided per week?
Are pupils permitted to use the library all during the dsy?
May pupils use the library during lunch hour?
Are attendance records kept?
What kind?
What use is made of these records?
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CLASSROOM CCLLECTIONS
Are there classroom book collections in this school?
If so, hour mary classroom collections?
"What is the relation of classroom collection to the central collection?
How many titles are there in each collection?
How often are these collections exchanged?
Who is responsible for exchanging them?
______________________________________
How are classroom collections used?
___________________________________
Are books charged out?
Is there a card catalog?
Is ai^ kind of circulation record kept?
How are lost books accounted for?
Who is responsible for the classroom collection?
Is the use of classroom collection satisfactory for the needs and purposes?
Is the library used as a stucfy hall?
Number of periods per day per week
What grades use the library for stucty^ hall?
Classes? (subjects)
Nimber of teachers that acconpany their classes to library stuc^jr hail..
Nirmber of teachers that remain to aid pupils during study hour
Who is in charge of the library during stucfy hall?
Are student assistants used to aid pupils during stucfy hall?
Can pupils be observed by person in charge of library during stucfy hall?
Are conference rooms available for use by teachers and pupils daring
study hall?
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How many teachers have used these conference rooms with their pupils
during study hal^, 19l49-50?
With how many pupils does the librarian use these conference rooms per
day? per week
Are books charged-out to pupils during study hall?
What type of materials may pupils use during stuc^ hall?
Class assignment in textbooks ________________________________
Class assignment in reference books .
Collateral classroom work in related texts
_______________________
periodicals Newspapers _____________________
Any type of materials
Are books loaned freely to other study halls?
Average number of books per study hall?
Frequency of loauis to other study halls?
Number of study halls served?
Who requests books for study hall?
Who is responsible for delivering books to study hall?
What records axe kept of study hall activities in the library?
What uses are made of such records?
What is the average ntimber of school books circulated to pupils per
month
Number of hi^ school pupils with public library cards?
How does the school library serve teachers?
Has the library a professional collection for teachers?
Where is it located?
How many titles? books periodicals
How many tehchers use the library in planning course units?
How frequently do these teachers use the library in planning course
units?
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Do teachers and principals use the library as a stimulus in curriculum
development and enrichment?
How many teachers plan class projects with the librarian based on materials
in the library?
How many teachers stimulate pupils to Mse the library?&
What is the form of this stimulation?
Encouraging individual use
Encouraging group use ’
Encouraging organization of materials for class projects ____________
Others
How many teachers make library reference assignment for materials needed
in classroom work?
_______________________________________________
What do teachers do to help the librarian to cultivate good stucfy and
learning habits in pupils? ■
Lecture to their class on developing study habits
Invite librarian to the classroom to lecture on the use of the
library in developing good stucty- and learning habits.
Bring class to the library and show pupils how to use the library and
books to develop good study and learning habits
How many teachers use the librarian and the library to help cultivate good
stuc^ and learning habits in pupils?
How maiy teachers request reading records of their pupils in his own field?
What special activities are carried on with the pupils?








Is there a libraiy club? '
How many members has the library club?
List its objectives:
List its activities:
List the social functions held in the libraiy for pupils:
List pupil projects directly aided by the libraiy:
Tl?hat type of aid was given
Furnish materials: Books Panqjhiets Periodicals
Furnish space for group meetings
Furnish bibliographies .
Furnish professional guidance _______________________
Furnish audio-visual materials
Furnish audio-visual operators
INhat effort is made to teach effective use of libraries and books?
Are formal lectures given on library use?
Who gives such lectures?
What is the nature of their content?
How many lectures? Where? When?_
Are talks on library and book uses given during assembly periods
Who gives such talks?
How often are such talks given?
When aa*e such talks begun doling the year?
Are any types of tests made to check on the effective use of library
and books by pupils?
Are tests given to test use of card catalog?
V/hat is the nature of these tests?
Who gives such tests?
Are problems requiring the use of periodicals given the pupils?
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Who gives them?
Are tests given before instruction? __________________________________
Are tests given after instruction? _______________________________
How do results compare? '
Does the librarian give instruction on the use of libraries and books?
When? Where? How? What’s the nature of such
instructions?
Are special arrangements made for such instruction? T
What arrangements?
Uses assemblies of students and teachers
Has assemblies of departments
Visits to classrooms
Uses stuc^ hall periods in the library
Has special assemblies in the library
Plans field trips to public library ^
Visits other libraries
Uses pupil organizations
Circulates typed or mimeographed instruction
Posts instznictions on bulletin boards
Uses of bulletin board picture illustrations
Uses slides
Uses of films
Informally instinicts individual pupils as need is observed
List other uses of Library:
Lunch room






(Information to be obtained from principal)
Has the school a reading guidance program?
Is the reading guidance program incidental or planned?
ISho is responsible for the reading guidance?
Comment on the general reading ability of the pupils:
Comment:
Have reading tests been given?
■Which reading tests were given?
List:
When were reading tests ^ven?
List the general results of the reading tests:
Has a remedial reading program been set up?
miho is in charge of the remedial reading program?
What effort is made to help those pupils who need it most?
Estimate the number of such cases handled each year?
READING GUIDANCE
(Information to be obtained from Librarian)
To what extent does the librarian cooperate with the remedial reading
programs?
Tutors individual pupils -Fd-th reading difficulties
Works with groups of pupils having reading difficulties
Selects graded materials for pupils with reading difficulties
Other
Does the librarian make use of results of reading tests?
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For what purposes
How well does the librarian get to know each individual pupil?_
What improvements in reading are indicated?
What is most needed to aid in the reading program?
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
What activities does the library have with the community?
Provides meeting place for P.T.A. (frequei^cy^ ) '
Informs parents of reading progress of their children
Furnishes reading lists to parents for their interests
FurnisheiS suggested books for parents desiring to build home library
Supplies recreational reading for parents '
Total circulation
Types of books circulated
____________
Furnishes reference services to parents
Type of reference service
Extent of reference service
Con?)iles bibliographies for persons
Compiles-bibliographies for organizations
Interprets bibliographies to organizations






Works -with adult education groups
Extent of such work
Nature of such work
_________
Woric with blind
Special work with veterans
Nature Extent
List other activities carried on by libraiy with the community:
How many special bulletin boaixi exhibits has the libraiy displayed during
the term 19^9-50?
List the theme of each:
INhat publicity has the libraiy had during the term 1949-50?
Plsys Book fairs
Skits Newsletters
Book reviews Newspaper articles
Assembly programs Others
What has the librarian done toward recruitment for the librarian profession?
List:
SPECIAL CHARAGTEiUSnCS FOR COMPARISON
(Dates to be obtained partially from principal, partially from
librarian, and partially from observation)


















What carefxilly conducted studies has the school made of its own problems





STATEMENTS OP PHILOSOPHIES OF THE TEN SELECTED COUNTY TRAENING
SCHOOLS IN SOUTHEASTERN ALABAMA
BARBOUR COUNTY TRAINING SCHOO.
We at Barbour County Training School believe that the school exists to
alleviate the poor conditions in society and to preserve the cult\ire of the
nation through instilling it in the pupil. Therefore, we have set-up the
following broad objectives:
1. To prepare pupils to take their places in their immediate
communities.
2. To prepare pupils to adjust themselves to the situation in which
they find themselves.
In order to carry out these aims the following courses are offered:
En^ish Home economics
General agriculture Mathematics
General science Physical education
Geography Social science
COFFEE COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
We at the Coffee County Training School believe that the school should
provide its students with such expeid.ences as will make them capable to
fit into the society in -which they live. The school must have a vaided
personnel, this will include persons with varied training and experiences.
We further believe that the school should serve the community of which it
is a part, and that a school should be the center of attraction in a




1. To fit the students to live in the society in which they are a
part.
a. To prepare the student to go to a higher institution of learning.
b. To prepare the student to make a living in his commiinity.
c. To prepare the student to be a leader.
d. To prepare the student to be a follower,^
2. To serve the community of which it is a part.
a. To serve as a reading center for the community.
b. To serve as a training \anit for the community.
o. To serve through its students and faculty in aiy way that mi^t
stimulate a better life in the commvinity.








Home economics World Mstory
Mathematics
COVINGTON COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
We at Covington County Training School believe that the school should
be the center of society, and that the community develops in proportion to
the training its citizens get at school. Therefore, the following aims are
provided:
1. To promote better social relationships.
2. To promote better health—mental and physical
3. To aid children in making satisfactory adjustments in a mobile
society,
li. To develop interest in and wholesome attitudes toward family,
local, national, and world problems.





CRENSHAW COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
We at the Crenshaw County Training School believe that democracy is the
best way of life. We further believe that the school is the light of
knowledge in the community, and that if democracy is to live and grow, the
school must promote it.
Hence, the main objective of this school is to train and to prepare
persons to live in a democracy, and for democratic living.




ELMORE COUNTY TRAINING SCHOO.
We at the Elmore County Training School believe that the prime puip)ose
of a school is to make the community and the world a better place in which
to live.
Therefore, we have set-up the following objectives:
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1, To prepare the pupil to fit well in society.
2. To link up with the community in order to alleviate the cultural,
economic and social level of the community.
















CENEVA COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
We at the Geneva County Training School believe that the basic aim of
the school is to in^jrove the community in which it is located, by providing
its students with experiences which make for community growth, intellectually,
socially, and economically. We further believe that the school shoiild serve
the community in i/diich it is a part, as a source of general information
regarding social, health, and civic problems. Hence, these aims of the
Geneva County .Training School:
1. To serve as a model for democratic living.
2. To fit the pupils for successful living in a democratic society.
3. To help each student find himself and to guide each student in his
selection of the most possible and practical occupation,
it. To prepare students to live successfvil in their communities.
5. To prepare the more fortunate students for college or higher
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educational institutions entrance.





General science Physical education
Health Physics
Social science
HENRI COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
The school is the center of the community and sets forth plans to serve
as a model in the various phases of life activities in which all members
of the community are interested and need. To do this we believe in the
following:
1. How to think is more important than what to think.
2. To set up conditions that are true to life.
3. To work on problems that are real problems of the community and the
individual^
ij,. To, make better citizens in the^ community through better health,
vocations, and all living situations.
5. To improve the general status of the Negroes of the county.
6. To have men and women who can adjust themselves to the changing
conditions.




General science Social science
History Vocational agriculture
LEE COUNTy TRAIKING SCHOOL
We at Lee County Training School believe -that the school exists to
teach girls and boys the fundamental ideals of citizenship and how to earn
a comfortable living in a democracy. Therefore we have proposed'the
following aims and objectives:
1. To have a good smooth ruxming school system.
2. To utilize good teaching techniques.
3. To en?)hasize learning to use the mind.
U* To train and to prepare pupils to make and keep good homes.
To teach pupils to express themselves clearly and forceftilly.









PIKE COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
We at Pike County Training School believe that the school exists to
lift society and to make this world a more peacefi place in which to live.
Our objectives are:
1. To enrichen the lives of boys and girls through the cultivation
of the intellect.
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2, To create within pupils a genuine desire to play their parts in a
democratic society*
3. To equip pupils with the tools of knowledge necessary in a changing
social order.
U* To instill within pupils an appreciation for the past with the aim
in view, of
, building a better future.
The following courses are offered:
Economics Home economics-
En^sh Mathematics




RUSSELL COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL
We believe that the school exists for the child and that the curidculum
should be built aroiurd the needs and interests of the child. We further
believe that folks who never do more than they get paid for never get paid
for more than they do. ¥e have set up the following objectives:
1. To prepare pupils for life,
2. To prepare pupils to be better citizens whether they go to higher
institutions of learning or not.
To reach these objectives, courses in the following subjects are bought:
Algebra General science Music
Biology Geometry Physics
Economics Home economics Social studies
En^ish Mathematics Vocational guidance
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APPENDII C
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION STANmRDS FOR LIBRARIES IN ACCfflIDITED SECONDARY SCHOOLS*
Enrollment rauige
1
Books Periodicals Librarian Equipment Organizatior IppropriatLcn Coursesin useof library
100 or 5oo 5-10 Teacher- End of Shelf list $1.00 per year
less librarian classroom loan desk per student rH
6 semester O
hours O
100- 5oo- 5-15 Half time Separate Loan iH






200- 1,000- 15-30 Full-time same as
s Same as above
0)
i>.












loan desk. oo o(0
etc. ccJ CO(D
5oo- 2,500- Same as Same as
(0
tu) 75^ per year
iH
CM
1,000 5,000 25-50 above ::and above per student
j—1












a ^ Same as above
more more more above above
o
^Standards for Secondary SPhools, pp. 8 - 10. The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. Vanderbilt University. Nashville, Tennessee, 19U0.
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APPENDIX D
SUMMART OF QUANTITATIVE STANDARDS SUGCffiSTED FOR SCHOOL LIBRARIES
BY THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
GENERAL
^Personnel: 1 full-time librarian mlth college year of library training to serve up to ^00 pupils and
1 for each additional 500 pupils. 1 clerical assistant to serve up to 1,000 pupils and 1
for each additional 1,000 pupils.
Collection: Books, periodicals, information file, and audio-visual materials organized for service.































-TT'- ■ 1,700 2,000 51.50
1 1 25 sq. ft. 73 1 77555 57555 1755
1,00(5 . 2 1 25 sq. ft. I5o 1 77555 000
i
1755
2,000 k 2 25 sq. ft. 200 S ' 6,000 10,000 1735
“37000 6 3 25 sq, ft. 3oo 3 77555 12,000 r755
^,000 1(5 3 25 sq, ft. oo 3 77^55 15,600 n55
*When library space is also used as stuc^ space, at least double the number of rooms and double seating
capacity as well as additional professional library personnel, are essential
**For large elementary schools multiply this by the number of class groups to use the room at one time
